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THE CROP. 
Grinding has ceased upon all but a very few of the planta-
tions, and the season, as' a whole, has been a satisfactory one 
so far as the amount of sugar marketed is concerned. The 
advance in the price of sugar which occurred' about the 
middle of August benefited to a considerable degree only 
those plantations who were late in getting off their crop and 
those who shipped around the Horn by sailing vessel. The 
plantations that shipped to San Francisco or by steamer 
around the Horn were too eady in marketing their sugars 
to obtain the benefit of the improvement, and there is con-
sequently some di!!appointment felt, especially when fair 
prices and consequent dividends are so much needed. 
The 1903 crop will probably be found to be close upon 
420,000 tons. The 1903-4 crop is, for the most part. promising 
Some of the plantations WIll probably feel the effect of leaf 
hopper ravages, but this pest seems to be under control-for 
the present at least. It will not be long before the harvesting 
and grinding of this crop will be in full swing. 
----:0:----
THE FUTURE OF THE SUGAR MARKET. 
The final action of the British government just before the 
adjoul'llmcnt of Parliament, in prohibiting the importation 
into Great Britain of any sugars 'whereon export bounties 
direct or indirect had been paid, will even up the European 
sugar market and enable us to judge somewhat of the proba· 
ble effect of the abolition of the sugar bounties. 
The European markets are now embarrassed with the pres-
ence of about a million tons of old crop sugars whieh may 
enter Great Britain, as the new law and the ordinances of the 
Brussels ('onvention only apply to sugars made after Septem-
ber 1, 1!l03. All of thpse old sugars will probably go to Eng-
land and arc sufficient to supply England for about two-thirds 
. of a year. This will cut off the oemand for new crop beet 
sugars and mnst necessarily have a very depressing effect 
upon prices. 
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From New York we learn that the situation in Europe is 
without apparent influence in the United States; i. e., that 
the sugar refiners are indifferent to the situation in Europe, 
as they have plenty of cane sugar accessible, and at about 
three-tenths of a cent per pound below the parity of European 
beet sugars. '.r'b.i's is all a bluff. The sugar refiners all carry 
light stocks of sugar, and as was shown in his letter in our 
last issue by our Havana correspondent, the refiners will need 
about a million tons of sugar to. covel' their wants during the 
last five months of this calendar year. There are about 300,-
000 tons of old crop sugar in Cuba. At the outside no more 
than 250,000 of this can be counted on to come to the 
United States. Perhaps 200,000 tons of the Louisiana crop 
can be availed by the same time. vVhere will the other 550,-
000 tons come from? Some odd lots will come in fl'O'lP- the 
British West Indies, but their crop is about all sold out and 
there seems' no alternative for the American sugar refiners 
but to shut down before the end of the year for. want of 
their raw material just as the cotton facto'ries are now doing; 
or they must enter the European market and buy new beet 
sugurs. September will bring a new supply of new beet su-
gars and our refiners can have a monopoly of them as the old 
sugars would be excluded by our countel'YaiIing duty, and 
yet they would have free access to England. 
The Eastern sugar refiners al'e therefore profouudly eou-
cerned about prices in Europe, They have held the Cuban 
crop down to the level of va1ues that permitted SOlUe English 
buyers to come into the Cuban market for the first time in 
twenty-five years. If they try to force the Cuban market 
lower, they wont get the sug'ars, Eng'land will take them. 
Just as Vanderbilt said to put on certain goods as heavy a 
freight rate as they would stand, just sO' the three-tenths 
deduction is put on Cuba. sugar because it is on this side the 
Atlantic, but Cuban sugar wont stand any more deduction, 
England will take enough of the Cuban crop to even the 
market. 
. Should the sugar refiners succeed in getting' a reciprocity 
treaty with Cuba abating the dnties on sugar say ~O per cent. 
the Cnba plante1's would reap no benefit from it. It would 
simply lessen tllP price of Cuban sugar 2-8 cent PP1' ponnd. 
Cuban suga1's are now held down 2-10 cent per pound bec',lllf't' 
they art> made on this side of the Atlantic and it 1'('('1'1i1'(,8 the 
depression of the Cuban market to the extent of this :1-10 t"t'llt 
per pound to permit Cuba to be n. competitor with ht't't 
sugar in England. 
Now our proposed reciprocity trea1)' will be of no adyanUlI . .!;" 
to an English buyer. It is presumed that Ampricnn b\iyt'1's 
alone will get the adyallta~e of the 2·8 eent pel' pound that 
the proposed re<'iprocity treaty would cOlleede, The Cubal\ 
sugnI' I1wI'ket will be held 2-10 cent below the European lIlar-
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ket, because it has been done and lies within the power of 
those WllO buy the Cuban crop, Why should they let it go 
any higher if they can hold it down to 3-10 below EUl'ope? 
The European beet sugar crop sets the price of sugar fot' thp 
world, and in competing with it cane sugar is held down by 
conditions as to color, remoteness, freights, current finances, 
etc, 
H reciprocity comes, which we should sincerely deplore, 
as it would do us great harm and the Cubans no good, Rugal' 
in Cuba will continue to sell at 3-10 cent per pound below 
the parity of Europe, and sugars in the United States will 
sell at 3-8 below the parity of Cuba, Tlie Cuban (,f'OP now 
so nearly supplies all our wants that it places in sigb:: sngar 
enough for 1904 to permit the refiners to force the market 
as hereinabove indictated,-[Louisiana Planter,] 
----:0:----
THE LflBOR PROBLEM WITH LOUISIANA. PLiLYTERB. 
The labor problem on the sugar plantations of Louisiana 
has always been one of uiflicult solution, Referring to it, ~ir,. 
J, M, McBride, the well-known sugar planter of 'rpl'l'ebo:me 
par'ish, in a recent interview, spoke of the difficult.Y irt ger1 ing 
an adequate labor supply anu of the fact that thc negro seeme,l 
disposed to go to New Orleans, \yhile the Italians l':1l'l'ly e"PI' 
served more than a year or two on the sugar plantati')l1s, :lfiU 
were then diverted to some other labor channel. 
This labor problem has been presenting itself to the sngar 
plantel's of Louisiana. ever since the civil war, an(1 it . .;~~e!!1:-; 
wonderful how well we hc1Ye suc('eeded tlms fa]' in its solutioll. 
The adaptation of mcwhines to every possibl(~ portion of Ollr 
agriculture is ,,,hat has made it possible to C~()nt:illllt~ ill 1he ill' 
dustry thus far, 'l'he old hand hoe problem ha:-; IH'L'Il ]'('lic!ycrl 
by the use of the modern rotary 01' maehine hOL', 'rllerl' is 
now not one-tenth of the band WOl'];: daTIl) that ,~as do!w :1 
quarter of a centu!'y ago, Stubble digging, so,) fm as -::11(> labor 
involved in it is ('onccI'ned, ,has becn V('l'\" HIndi I'eulll'cd bv 
our modern stubble sbaviilgm<1chines m;d stUbble <ligger~, 
For the invcntion of that one sllceessflll· ma· 
chine alone, our well-knO\YIl field eX1>('rt. l\Ir, 
.lam('s l\Ialloll. d('sprYcs to have a l1l0nUIIIPllt e!'l'et('d to his 
memory wh('n he shall have passl'd aW:l,V from th(- 8(,I'IIP, His 
invention of other machines and the adaptation of still ot:hel'>l 
to our sugal' ('ane wor];: havc rendercd him a ]\('l'l'ssa]'y fac'tot' 
in tlH' reeord of our progress in Louisiana, And we ~,h;lll hope' 
that he will continue to aid us for many years y('L 
The COlll('aux canc cart for cane planting is HnotlH:I' inven-
tion that lIas donc a great deal to diminish the ('all for Illlllltln 
labor in that very important feature of 0111' industry, ~f()(ll'("s 
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;cane hook, for taking cane out of windrow, is anothe!' splell(lid 
labor-saving device, and is doing its shure to sohI.' the labor 
.problem, 
'Vhile our negroes are extremely ,,,,ell adapted to Ollr Louis-
iana cane field work, all of the younger oner; are turning to the 
.city on account of the large wages there off'~l'ed, :tlthough 
they make far less time in the city than they can in the coun 
tr'y, but the higher pel' diem paid is a great attracti.on ;:0 them, 
:and they will remain in town until almost starving l'fltller 
than come to the country, wher'e they may get a less pel' diem, 
though their labor will last t,hroughont The whole yeal', 
'l'he Italian labor supply, which thirty yeal's ago wa~ }lraeti-
cally unknown on the sugar plantations of Louisiana, Hnd, in 
fact, unknown anywhere in the United Stares, l'OntillllPH tn be 
a fail' source of our labor snpply here, but tlle Italians lIee now 
in such demand where steady, sobel' and industrious labor is 
needed, that we have now fal' fewer of them on the sugar .plall-
tations than we ,had ten 01' twenty ye:1J~s ago. 
QUI' meehallieal devices for cane rutting, cane loading, caul' 
l)lanting, aIld for mechanieal cane feeding at the cane carriers, 
although eXlwnsiye, are what have sayed the day for us here in 
Louisiana, and haye enabled us to maintain our leading posi-
tion in the cane sugar world, so far as the economic processes 
of cane handling and llUlUufadul'e are concerned. The labor 
tI-oubles in Hawaii and Cuba promise to continue, aud will 
eertainly develop here in Louisiana, unless we leai'n bow ·(0 
do still more of our work with mule or steam !)ower_ Qll!' 
gt'pat pI'ogress in that direction jnstifies us in furt,hel' h01'(>8 
for' the future,-Louisiana Planter, 
----:0::----
BRB1' AND CANFJ SUGARS AS LVDlISTRIAL PAC.'l'ORS. 
In a I'(>vipw of a hook on "Rugal' I'I'oduetion find Sugar Pr(>-
lIliUIIIH," by l\lax R(:hippel, Das HflJl(lpls ~[useum of ,July H;, 
lnO;~, ollki;ll ol'gan of the AlIl"tl'iml Govpr'J1Iuent, publishes 
ma ttel' of a Imost lin i v('n"al i ntel'(>st. It: says, a lIlong othpJ' 
thing-s, that ('(,I'lain npgledf'<l til'1ds han~ lwpn im-estigatPlI 
and fads fU1'IIished that ('an not fail to be of intpl'pst to all 
who p:ll'titipale ill any way in th(~ pl'oduelion and dish'ibutioll 
of beN 01' l':lllt' sugal', Att(~ntioll is TIl'l"t (:<111ed to the el101'-
111011S intpl'Pst India has in the mainil'nall('c of the old, pl'i1ll-
Hi\'e Illl'iltods of hoi ling the slIgal', 'i'he wI'itel' then deals with 
OJ(' dif'astJ'olls eatastTopllP thnt has overtaken and almost 
. ()Y(~I'whel1ll('d the sligar' plantations of the \-Vest Indies, "'\1-
t(~lltion is ('a l1('d to the \V pst Indians' pow('rlessness to C'0l\l-
pete with the lwd-sllgar produ(,PI's of EUl'ope; also io the dif-
ficulties that beset tIll' path of NOl'th American sugar ]>1'0-
~.hlCl'J':>' !.J(,c<\use of inadequately trainpd lahol'_ In regard to 
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thf' results that are expected to follow the aims and efforts 
of the recent congress of sugar-producing countries held 'at 
Bl'ussels for the purpose ,of finding a way to avoid disastrous 
competition and premium paying, the paper quotes Schippel 
as foIlnws: 
"In the competition between the former premium-paying 
cOl1ntl'ies, the dismantling of the faetol'ie~, of individual par-
ticipants does not make snch a very great difference," 
In otl1el' words, no very noticeable change has been effected. 
As fal' as relatively favorable positions arc concerned, Ger-
many, ullder the arrangenwnt proposed, would comle out 
ahead, 'fhe sugar' production of its neighbors, particularly 
FranCE, would lose morc than Gel'many, The separate or 
l\·pcdal favors granted by the congress to Italy, Sweden, and 
Spain, says 1\[1', Schippel, (-onceal no new danQ'er, hnt rather 
some profitable features compared with the pI'cscnt situation. 
These countries, by staying away fl'om the conference, could 
have cnacted or kept such sugar laws as would ultimately 
have raised them to the position where they would be a.ble 
to pJ'ovide fol' themselves; Italy i:;:, almost at that point. 
Swed('n, with 11('1' premiums and protective tariffs, was a.ble, 
as [ar bad;: as HI 01.-2 , to get along without sugar imports_ 
Spain, "'hose ~mgar supply consists of two-thirds beet sugar 
an(~ one-third enne :;:.ugar, is pl'odu('ing more now than the 
nation nel'ds, Special carr' has been giyen to the beet-root-
sug:m' industry ~inf:e the eolonies were lost, Plans are on 
foot for J'educing the production b'y (>ffceiing a union of f::i()me 
kind of nll those interestpd in the production of sugar, The 
pal'i"i<.:ipatioll of n\(>se stat('s in the confercnce has led to one 
good thing, viz, that when they become sugar exporting 
.·taj·(>s, if tlley ('wr <10, they will be bOll11U by the treaty 01' 
agl'2Cllwnt al'l'in'd at in the confel'('ne(! (al'ticle (i), On the 
otb.:r lwn<1, th('." :11'(' already bound to find compensating 
nl('i1S111'e~ agaimd: Ow sugal' that enml'S in from I ll'ellIium-
paying c'oullhips, 'rhus, so fill' ill> they impOlt Sllg~ll' at pl'(~s­
('nt, tlH',Y mnst s('ek their snpply, 01' the lal'g<'st part: of it at 
]('ast, in the land bound by the contract, 'fhe eareflll \\'atch-
ing of sugar ill transit will be of "alne, 
'fr, 8f'ldpJlpJ f'HyS, i'nl'tltl'I', that: one neerls to han' no feal' 
of Hm;sia, She oJll)()f'PS eXJlod: Jll'Plllinltls, in c()nscl}nen(~e nf 
hpl' sn,t('J\l of Jawlllnkill~, alHI ('laims in all ('ns('~', on the hasis 
of t1;r' lllosi·l'a\'Ol'(·d-llai·ioll daus(', ('xl'lllpiion of her sugar 
fl'OIIl ,'US(OlllS Jl('ll:lltips, Still, h('1' posit-ion ill this r('sl'(!l't 
has ill'(,11 ('x('p('(lillgl,v nllln('j;:y, III 18~7·S8, at the Loudon 
eOllff'I'('lI('!', Uu:,;sia jOilW<l thoH~, without ally l'l'SCI'''f" who 
(:l:lillH'd that ('Olllj)('llsatillg' dutil'S did noi: violatp the J\lO~t­
f:tYOl'l'tl-lI:ltioll ('In\ls(,~, Sill('(~ lSD7 th(· Unit-cd Statl's il'pats 
Hus~ian Sllg':lI' :is a pl'odud to "'hiell a Tll'Cllliulll is paid, In 
lS!l!l India ueg-an to do this, Nowhere has HIU'osia'~ elailll~ 
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been allowed. Now, if all th(>other interested pm'ties-Eng-
lawl G-momnJ1Y, A ustria-Ilun~m'y, her ally France, Belgium: 
Ilollaoad, Hpain, Ita 1;\', and Sweden-oppose her, is Russia 
going to n'main in aDPosition? It is pasier 10 think 01 bel' 
joining the conYcniion, or that she would turn to the dpvel o 
opmellt of Asiatic markets-India excepted-and to supply-
ing her own honl\~ market with ih:, -wonderfn~ possibilities of 
deY(~lopment and expansion. 
The refo1'lnl propositions put forth by Russia about the 
middle of February, 1DO:3, would indicate a tend(~ll(:J' toward 
the solution just indicated, }\fl'. Schir)pel, aftet' careful eon-
sidel'atioll of the f)uesiion whether cane sugar is pvel' again to 
occupy its old place in the industrial wodd in comparison with 
beet-rooi-sugoar', replies in the negative, He sees no reason 
for thinking t11er'c is to be any veloy great cliange, He points 
out the possibilities ill the su~ar indushy and chims that 
the German n1'aI'ket is reserved for the factories of the j"a-
thel"lmld, He says its power';,:, of expansion al'e enOl'lIlons-w 
lUuch so that in case of necessity it can be made to take the 
lar-gest part of "\vhat the Empire exportso '[,he IH'esent eon-
sumption in England, he says, is nparly !IS ponnds pel' capita 
per annum; in Germany, only :10 pounds. By the time the 
Germans conE·ume 98 pounds pel' capita per aunum there wm 
be little of the Empire's present sugar production kft for ex-
portation. 
There were very considerable markets in which the two 
sugars-cane and beet-root-met, but always to the ultimate 
disappearance of the former. "Witness Louisiana's cane Eougar 
in competition with the beet-root product of the nortllel'll sec-
tion of the United States. No one dreams of ever seeing the 
cane sugar drive its rival from the fieldo 
Rince the introduction of compensating duties the Euro-
pean premium-paid su~ar finds itself upon the same plane as 
the imports of the normally taxed and not specially favored 
('ane-sugar imports. This is true of the East Indies and the 
results m'e the same, France tried by means of complicated 
]'egulations to help itE' colonies in producing cane sugar, but 
to JlO pm'po>"eo The plood nction fell off and the beet-root-sugar 
industries l))'OslJCl'ed, 'fhe same, with slight mlodifieations, 
is t1'l1e of Rpain and Holland, Although German sl1~ar got 
the smallest TH'('minJU it was able to (11'i"e cane sugar from 
the English m:uokds, Experienee goep, to show that the fears, 
lon~ entertained, in ]'eg:lI'd to beet-root-sngar are groundless, 
Against i1IPm are the histol',Y of :111 lTopieal development, 
'fropi('al eoloni('s will ]wvel' have the intellectual power to 
(>xpnnd anu to move forward fmch as cllarUel"el'izes the electri-
('n1. nlmoHt til'elP~H, IlloY('ments of Em'OllPo 'fhe men to unite 
the W'iPIH'l'S with prneti('al life, Hw perennial E·tream of ex-
]lert farlllP\'s. cl1!'miHts, and tethnieianH, reeruited from the 
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ll1'iddle classes, are impossible in the Tropics, where no such 
middle class exists. Capital willalwaye have to count on 
enOl"ll1OUS risks in the tl'opical colonies. These are the devas-
tating forces of natur€--various kinds of fevers, the uncer-
tainties that attach to th~ workings of social inE,titutions, the 
hostility of races, the falIuI'e of all law and order at times, 
'fhe money needed from the sowing of seed to the harvest-
ing, or from the beginning of an undertaking till the sale of 
the product, is not to be had and the financial organization 
for its control is fat' inferior to that of Europe. 'fhe greatest 
obstacle is found in the inability to properl'y organize labor. 
\Vhether one begim;. by building up small farms 01' by running 
huge plantations-worked by negl'oes and coolies, who are 
paid by tlle day, week, 01' mo-nth-the result will remain al-
ways the same. 'fhe production will be small and uncertain, 
as are all labor anangements based upon the one-sided idea 
of one man's will. It is true that the tropical colonies have 
built up a better type of labor since the abolition of slavel'Y. 
Both capital and labor haye been benefited thereby; but in 
many cases, hopes based upon these better conditions have 
been dashed to pieces. It often happens now that such hopes 
arc destroyed. \Vhere, however, they have not failed, but 
the good work lU1I:; gone on and the people have persevered, 
[hI.:' l'ewal'd has not been wanting.-Consular Report. 
----:0:----
'l'HB PUlU'l'Y OP LOW-GRADE MOLABSES. 
By EltxEST E. HAR·l'~AN;:'(. 
It is customar.Y hel'e, as well as in many cane-sugar facto-
l'ies ~lbroad, to determine the sucrose in molasses by single 
IJolarisation after clarification with a greater 01' lesser Quan-
tity of sub acetate of lead. Although iUs quite generally real-
ized tlwt this method does not give the actual amount of su-
crose, it is still employed 011 account of its simplicity, and ow-
ing to the belief that the analysis, if carried out under similar 
conditions, will g'in~ results, which, if not absolutely cOl'l'ect, 
are of use for comparisons. 'fhis belief is misleading; for In-
stance, a.lthough the waste-molasses of F'actory A have a 
purity of 35, and those of Factory B of 40, as found by single 
polarisation earried out uuder identical conditions in both 
cases, it is yet possible that the molasses of Fadm'y B contain 
the same amount of 'SlIcrose, 01' even less, than that of Fadol'Y 
A, if the dilXel'ence in the glucose contents is aver,)" markl'd 
one. Add to this that the conditions under' which the analyses 
a1'e made in the dilIerent labol'atories are by no means identi-
cal, and it will be conceded that the value of 8\1ch dahl as cri-
terion for the eilioiency of the boiling department is rather 
pl'oblematical. 
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The factors, which render the method inaccurate, are the 
laevo-rotation of the reducing sugars and the volume and COll!-
position of the lead-precipitate. The former is compensat8d 
by inversion, according to Clerget's classical method; for the 
latter there is a simple way of making a correction, although 
this is not generally done. That without such a cOrI'ection the 
subsequent calculations are based on too concentrated a solu-
tion is evident. Wiechmann made some interesting studies OT} 
these precipitates and their influence on polariscope-readings. 
(They were embodied in a paper read last June before the Con-
gress of Applied Chemistry.) He restricted his investigations 
to sugars and molasses, the lowest of which contained 75 pel' 
cent. of sucrose. 
Here we have to deal with molasses containing but :30 ller 
cent. of sucrose, and consequently a much larger proportion of 
non-sugars. 
Another error, as great as the one due to displaeement, 18 
eaused by the preeipitation of Levulose as Levulosate of Lend_ 
The proportion between the Dextrose and Levulose in the sola-
tion being distmbed by the elimination of part of the Levulose, 
the dextro-rotatory power of the molasses is increased_ Again 
an old established faet; but the extent to whieh the readings of 
molasses, such as we are dealing with here, is influenced, i:-; 
not generally realized. In order to illustrate this, one-thil'd 
the normal quantity of waste-molasses in 100 c,c_ flasks was 
clarified with varying amounts of basie Lead-aeetate of 1.:25 
specific gravity prepared according to the forlllula, given in 
"Tucker," and also with a 25 per cent. solution of neutral Lead-
acetate_ The polariscope-readings of thc filtrnte are recorded 
below (calculated to normal quantity). 
k Subacetate of Lead: 50 C.c. 
i ., 40 c.c. 
h " 30 C.c. 
g " 20 C.c. 
f " 10 c.c. 
e 
,. 5 C.c. 
d 'With eonedion e-(f-e)-':-
C ~euiTal .\cetate of Lead: 5 C.t. 
b " 2.5 r.e. 
a 'With corrcction b-(e-b)= 
PCI'eentnge of sucrose found by Clcl'gct's method-
(Clnrifieation ,,·ith 5 c.e. neutral acetatl': 
m Perccntage of SUCl'OSe found by Fehling's method: 
n Glucose ~t 
o Bl'ixo Dilution 1 ::3 
p Corrected for error caused by dilution 
q Actual (represcntiug ib Total Solids) 
l' ,Yater 
:3 (l.\)() 
:35.:H 
:~:3.!}t; 
:31.25 
28.2!) 
2fi.Tn 
.. ):-, !ojo) ~')'~'J 
23.H 
24.!)() 
24.GG 
:t~,.:)8 
:n.::iO 
2:tlli 
!lU)5 
88.7 
81.:3 
18.8 
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Purity Actual Ix100 : q 
" aiS given usually fx100 : 0 
Alkalinity'* 
40.1 
31.1 
1.2 
This shows how vastly different values can be obtained for 
the purity; a, b, c, d, e, f, or even g, or 1 or m, may be divided 
by 0, p, q, or a figure higher than 0, if more water is us,ed fol' 
diluting the molasses. Anything between the two extremes 
I x 100 : q=40.1 and a x 100 : 0=:27.1 may be found, accordi!lg 
to the preference of tIle operator, surely a very wide range. 
The true purity, i. e., the quotient of the sucrose and the tMal 
solids is in this case 40.1, a figure one-third higher than the 
quotient of polar'ization and Brix as commonly determined to 
r'epresent the purity (in this case about 30). 
In the case of molasses of higher purity the differences are 
less mar'ked. Below is the average of the results of a number 
of analyses of No. 2 molasses. 
Subacetate of Lead: 
" 
" 
" 
" 
40 C.c. 
30 c.c. 
20 c.c. 
10 c.c. 
5 c.c. 
'Yith conection for precipitate: 
Xeutml .. \cetate- of Lead: 5 c.c. 
" 2.5 c.c. 
,Vith correction for precipitate: 
Pl'l'celltage of sucrose- found by CIerget's method-
(Clarification with 5 c.c. neutr'al acetate): 
Percentage of SUC1'ose found by Fe-hling's method: 
Glucose ;6 
Brix: Dilution 1 : 3 
Actual (r'epresenting ;{ of Total Solids) 
'Yater . 
PU1'ity Actual 3D.S4 x 100 : S1.0 
" as given usually 37.20 x 100 : 8!l.0 
Alkalinity 
43.20 
43.28 
42.1G 
3D.:H 
37.20 
35.Hi 
35.20 
35.0'1 
34.88 
SD.tH 
38.56 
17.00 
sn.oo 
S1.0 
l!}.ll 
4!l.2 
41.~ 
1.0 
Any attempt to utilize these dn ta to est a blish a constant flw 
tor for conection would be futile, as the composition of the 
molassl's varies with dilfet'ent vHl'iet:icf> of cane, localities, ma-
turity, treatmellt in faetory, etc. 'l'here is but one way of find-
inp; the cxaet amount of f>uerose in the molasses. Ullfol'tu-
llat('l~' Clerp;et's method requires too llluch time to be sllitabll! 
fO!' ordillal'v fadorv r'outine W01'];:. In order to overcome this 
dilliclllty a,' weekly 'sample of molasses should be made up, jll 
whil'h at thc end of the ,,'eel;: the sllcrose would be detcl'lllil1cd 
aetonlillp; to Clerget's method; also ill the o1'uinary way with 
• The .\Iknlinit)' is expressc<l in cuuie centimeters normal·solution required to 
ncutrulize 100 grlllTllllHr. 
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a constant quantity of Subacetate of Lead. '1'he water and 
the glucose should also be determined in this 'sample, as well 
as the density according to Brix. For the daily control worK 
the customary method with Subacetate would be adhered to, 
care being taken that the quantities of molasses weighed, as 
'well as the quantities of the reagent, are the same. 'rhe l·P'· 
sults thus obtained would fulfill their object of furnishing a 
comparison between indhidual strikes. Should it be desired, 
the correction found by analyses of the weekly sample could 
at the end of the week be applied to the individual results. 
The dilution method for the correction for precipitate com-
pensates the displacement only, not taking any account of the 
composition of the precipitate. In consequence about half the 
errol' is left unchanged. A better formula is the one employed 
in the above tables, although it is not entirely satisfactory 
either, being based on the supposition that the prccipitate 
caused by the first 2 1-2 (5) C.c. is 'similar in quality and quan-
tity to that caused by the second 2 1-2 (5) c.c. That the two 
al'e not exactly the same is shown below. 
A series of experiments were made 'with a view to ascertain 
the relative importance of the two causes of the !)recipitate 
errol', i. e., the displacement of liquid by the precipitate and 
the elimination of Levulose; G.5 grammes of molasses dis-
solved in a 100 c.c. flask were precipitated with 10 resp. :20 c.c. 
of Subacetate, the precipitate washed by decantation, di'l-
solyed in acetic acid and filtered. The readings were as fol-
lows: 
1 2 3 6 Average 
Filtrate from basic precipit .. te: 
20 c.e. Subltcetate .. .......... 8.5 8.4 8.0 7.6 80;; 8.46 8.17 
10 c.e. ........... .. ... 7.6 7.5 7.2 68 712 7.55 7.27 
Incrense in polarisntion caused by the 
second 10 c c. of Subacetatc ......... .9 .9 .8 .8 .93 .91 .90 
Acid solution of l'recipitlLtc (rending 
corr. for Tempernture): 
20 c c. SubaeetlLte .... ............ -1.20 -1.02 -.98 -.97 -105 -.97 -1.03 
10 c.c. ....... .......... -.70 -.58 -.r)! -.Btl -.GJ -.·1S -.58 
LlLevo-rotlltion cllused by thc second 
10 C.c. of Subllcetllte .................. -.50 -.44 -.-1-1 -.31 -.51 
- 49 --.45 
'l'his indicates that about half of tbe total errol' is due to the 
elimination of Leyulose. It also shows that the first 10 C.c. of 
the Subacetate precipitate a larger amount of Leyulose tl1n.n 
the subsequent 10 c.c. Samples of No.3 mOhlSS(eg behaved 
similarly and showed the dcerease in the later fractions of pre-
cipitates eyen more distinctly. 
~o c.c. Subaeetate 
10 e.c. " 
5 C.c. " 
Po·lal'isa tion 
Basic solution. Acid solution. 
10.18 .S5 
fl.37 
fl.OO 
.51 
.28 
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'1'he redissolved precipitate of the first 5 c.c. caused a Laevo-
rotation of .28; the second 5 C.c .. 23, and the subsequent 10 c.c. 
only .34. 1.'hus, by applying the method used above for the cor-
rection for precipitate, the deduction made is probabJy insuffi-
cient. This is borne out by the difference between the cor-
rected readings a. and d. It is for this reason preferable to usc 
neuiI'al acetate with Clerget's test. The error due to volume 
is then so small that even if it 'were neglected, no great error 
would ensue. 
For the calculation of the purity it is necessary to know the 
percentage of water. It would, after all, matter but little, for 
comparative purposes, whether the degree Brix, as indicated 
by the spindle, and the percentage of to,talsolids agreed I)r 
not, if the specific gravity of the components of the molasses 
were constant. Tbris is, however, not the case. Of two sam-
ples of molasses both containing 18 ~ of water, the one may 
show 85, the other no or more degrees Brix. The direct deter-
mination of the water takes a little too much time to recom-
mend itself for general adoption in control work; it may well 
be limited to the periodical average sample. It is practicall.v 
impossible to dry low-grade mo,lasses, such as our waste prod-
ucts, to a constant weight at a temperature, which admits If 
the operation being finished within a reasonable spaGe of time. 
'1'he most satisfactory results "we obtained by drying the mo-
lasses in a current of dry ail' in the following manner: 
Two granunes of filterpaper are crumpled, tied with thin 
wire into a roll and dried. This is weighed in a taxed test-
tube 5 in. x 1 in. 1.'he paper is then rcmoved and about 2 
grammes of molasses are 'veighed in the tube and mixed with 
~ e.C'. hot water. The paper replaced in the tube cvenly ~b­
sorbs the whole of the liquid. The tube is then placed in a 
watcl'bath. A double perforated stoppel', ,yith which it is pro· 
Yided, allnws a slow current of air, previously dried oyer cal-
t"iulIl-C"hlorid 01' sulphuric acid, to be drawn through. If the 
watel' is kept boiling, the operation is finished in 2 1-2 hours. 
In order to ascertain the moment when all the water has '?S-
caped (the further diminution in weight is due to the volatili-
zation of other components of the molasses only), parallel tests 
were made with 2 grammes of molasses and 2 grammes of su-
gat under pxactly the same conditions. 'fhe ,veights founu are 
as follows: 
Molasses. ~ugnl'. 
"Weight of tube + paper 18.068 20.821 
" 
Molasses 2.034 2.140 
'l'otal before urying 20.102 22.n61 
After I,ll;; hours Hl.751 22.912 
,; 
'> 
" 19.734 22.!l06 .., 
" 2,~ " 19.725 22.897 
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" 3 " 19.723 
" 3Yz " 19.722 22.898 
" 5 " 19.716 22.898 
" 6 " 19.715 22.898 
" 7 " 19.713 
" 8 " 19.710 
" 10 " 19.703 22.897 
" 12 " 19.701 22.896 
" 14 
(( 19.695 22.898 
" 18 
.;( 19.691 22.898 
" 20 
., 19.688 22.81)7 
" 24 " 19.685 22.897 
Percentage of water 
-
20.102-19.725 22.961-22.8fl7 
--------
2.034 2.140 
-
18,5 ,3 
The weight of the tube with the sugar remained pra.ctically 
constant after 2 1-2 hours, and the molasses also had eyiUeui.ly 
lost all its water in the same time, The loss iu weig'ht sus-
tained in2 1'-2 haUl's at the tempel'aitn'e of boiling water, the 
other conditions as described being adhered to, Illay thel'efore 
safely be. taken to represent the w.del' ill the molasses, 
----:0:----
:l RESTANT SOURCE OF ERROR IN OPTICAL se-
G:1R kN"lLYSIS, 
By Du, F, G, \VmcH:\L\::"\X:x, 
The fact that the presence of the precipitate forllled iu (:lal'i-
fying :mgal' solntions is a SOlll'l'C of errol' "'hielt lIlay ])J'OY(~ 
Yel'," considel'ablt', has he(~ll known for ma.lly ~-eal's, 
\Yitltont attempting" to go into the histm'y of this matteI', it 
may be of illtel'est to state that eyell in 1~(j7 J, \Yelz publislwtl 
an aJ'ticle ou tltiR snbjcti: in the Zcitscltrift dC8 l'crCill8 {II/' 
RllliCII.C;'IICh'CI' Iud list rie, Vol. 17, pagl' 4S!!, ..:\ gInner through 
Amcri('all, G el'Utan, EngliRh a lld FI'ene h pub I ita tions sill<:(~ 
that time shows that this f]\wRtioll has freqnently oeeupip(} tll(~ 
attention of inyesti~ators of thl'se nationalitic·s, 
In making their 'eXIJl'rimpnts inYC'stigato]'s hnye gellemlly 
followed one of two methods; that of R('heihlL']' 01' thnt: of 
Snells_ Seheiblel"s Ml'ihod of Douhle I'olaril'atioll dC:ic\'ibed ill 
the Zcitseliritt dCl; rCI'Cill8 fill' Hlllicll:::llckcr TlldllSll'ic, 187~, Vol. 
25, page 1054, is as follows: 'rite nO]'llJaI ,,'pi:.dJt: of Rugal' L~ 
diRsolveu in distilled wait·!'; a l1l!'asul'cu amount: of suh-aedah~ 
of lead solution is added, the YOl\llllC is made up to a knowl1 
" A paper rend at the IntcrnlltiollHl Cong'fl'HS of Applied Chelll;~try, tlt Berlin, 
JUIlC, 1903, 
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volume, say 100 cc., with water, the solution filtered, and po-
larised. 
A second solution is prepared in the same manner, except 
that its volume is made double the volume of the former solu-
tion; in other words, the volume of this solution is made up to 
200 cc., and this solution is then also filtered and pola.rised. 
Assuming tha.t the volume of the lead precipitate formed in 
both cases is identical, it is evident that the polarisation of the 
more dilute solution must be somewhat less than one-half the 
polarisation of the more concentrated solution. 
'1'0 make this clear, suppose the volume of the precipitate 
formed = 3 cc. In the first case the solution would occupy a 
space of 100 - 3 = 97 cc. In the second case, the solution 
would occupy a space of 97 + 100 cc. = 197 cc. 
lf the polarisation of the first solution (100 cc. in volume) is 
equal to {lJ polariscope degrees, the polarisation of the second 
solution (200 cc. in volume) would be equal to -lfll-ox polari-
scope degrees. 
The corrected polarisation would then be found in the fol-
lowing manner:-
Pol;u'isation of Solution A (100 cc. 
in volume). . .. .... .... . .... 
Polarisation of Solution B (200 cc. 
in yolume) ................ . 
! =9G.SO 
\ = -18.23 
4S.25 X 2.. _... .. = flu.50 
nG.so 
DG.50 
0.30 X 2 ......... = O.G 
flu_S - O.G .. " ... = flG.2 Corrected Polarisation. 
Of l'Olll'se tht' \'ol11me of the precipitate can also readily be 
caknlated hom these data. 
":\-(B X2)=D, and 
D X 200 
------=Yolume of Precipitation. 
":\+D 
Example: ..:\ = flG.S 
B=48.23 
flfi.S - (48.25 X 2) 
!Hi.S - flfi.5 ='0.3 
0.3 X 200 GO 
flG.S + 0.3 fl7.1 
-O.G. 
lIence the volume of this precipitate is O.G cc. 
'fhis method of double polarisation is, however, open to sev-
el'al objections. 'When working with raw sugar, especially 
with low-grade cane products, it is almost impossible to secUl'e 
absolutely identical samplps for compa.rison in the two series 
------~---~--------~--- .. ----=.-.---=:-------------- -
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of observations. But even if th~sdifficuIty could be overcome, 
for instance, by weighing out double the amount of sugar at 
the start, yet the doubling of the polariscope reading involves 
the material enlargement of any experimental error that may 
have been made. 
1'0 avoid the defects of this method, Francois Sachs, at the 
suggestion of Dr. K. Stammer, undertook to devise some other 
way of ascertaining the influence which the lead preci!)itate 
exerts on polarisation. He published an article bearing' 1m 
this subject in the Zcitschrift des Yel'eins fnr Rnbcnzltckcr Tn-
d'ltstrie, 1880, Vol. 30, page 229. 
Sachs' method consists essentially of the follo,ving: A pre-
cipitate is produced by sub-acetate of lead. This precipitate is 
washed with cold and with hot water until all of the sucrose 
is removed, and is then introduced into a 100 cc. flask. A one-
half normal weight of pme sugar is added, dissolved, and the 
solution is made up to 100 cc. with distilled water. 
TMs solution is then well mixed, filtered and poh1l'ised, and 
the volume of the precipitate ascertained in the following 
manner:-
l'>, = Percenta!;e of pm'ity of the sucrose in the solution. 
B = Polal'isation of this solution when containing the pre-
cipitate. 
100 B-lOO A 
v = Volume of the preeipitate is equal to ------
B 
Example: A = !l!l.!l0 
B=100.30 
(100 X 100.3) - (100 X 99.9) 400 
\'= =--:::-:0,4 et. 
100.3 1003 
In the COllrse of this invpstigation, undertaken by the wl'iter 
of thpse lines fOI' t11p pmposp of obtaining exact analyti("al 
data on ("(,1'1ain ('ane fmgm's, a n111uhel" of determinations wel"e 
madp by hoth tIlP 8eheihlpl' and t11l' Sa ells method. In e~l.\'h 
install(~~> only just l'n(l11gh sl1b-aeetate of l('ad ,vas used to (,Jl-
SUI'P a pl'O}JPl' de('olOJ'isat-ion of 111p sugal' solution-the slight-
est excess of I'eag-cnt was ('al'l'fl1lJy avoided. 
TIl(> data SPl'Ul'p<l wPl'e as fo11ows:-
Expel'imenl- Polal'isation Volume of }[ethl)d 
No. Gl'adp of SU~aI'. found. pl'ceipitatp. used. 
l-DeIllPl'ara, eentl'ifug-al fHi,R O.H ~dl('ihlcl'. 
2- " " fIG.7 0.5 Raehs. 
:3-Sa11 Domingo c'llt'f'g'l !Hi.! 0.5 RaehH. 
4-0ub:1 ecntrifug-al .. .. . rn.R 0.4 ~a("1Is. 
fi-Cuha llIolasses. ,. _ . . . fHI.O (Ui Radls. 
()-.Tlo-.JJo lila Is .. ... . .. R!U) 1.1 R("]lei hI PI". 
7 -.J amni('a. llIuH(:oyado .. RH_:': n.:l 8:1.e1ls. 
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8-Maceio.. .... .. .... 86.1 
9-l\10Iasses ........... 83.1 
10-Cuba l11uscovado ... " 82.7 
ll-Bahia .............. 76.6 
0.9 
1.0 
0.7 
1.0 
Sachs. 
Sche~bler. 
Sachs. 
Scheibler. 
The l'esults obtained exhibited such marked differences for 
sug-at's of different origin, but of approximately the same po-
larisation, that it seemed desirable to secure additional data, 
and, incidentally, to seek some indications as to the physical 
characteristics of the precipitates found in different grades of 
sugar. 
'1'hi::; part of the work was carried on in the following man· 
ner:-
A solution of sub-acetate of lead was prepared in exact ae-
cOl'dance with the directions of the International Commission 
fOl' Uniform Methods of Sugar Analysis . 
..:\. normal weight-solution of the raw sugar to be examined 
was then made, and the minimum amount of sub-acetate of 
lead solution needed for its proper clarification was carefully 
determined by expel'iment. 
'1'he lead precipitate thus obtained was filtered on a weighed 
Schleicher &, Schull filter and washed with cold and with hot 
,vater until the alpha-naphthol reaction for sucrose could no 
longer be obtained. Then the precipitate was dried to COH-
stant weight at 1000 C. 
l'rplimillHry experiments having shown that pure benzene 
exercised no soh-ent action upon the precipitate, the specific 
gl'avity of the same was determdned by aid of this reagent and 
then referred to the water standard. The specific geavity of 
the benzene employed was 0.6845. 
The eolonial sugars seleeted for these experiments embraced 
eentrifugals from San Domingo and the Sandwich Islands, 
lllul'!coYadoes from the 'Yest Indies, molasses sugars from 
Porto Rieo, concretes from San Domingo, and mats from Ma-
nila and Cebu. 
The analytical data of these sugars appeal' in the following 
table:-
Experi-
ment Polltrisll- Reducing 
No Sugar tion. ~ugars. \Vater. 
i:!-,Tamaiea llluseoyado .... !lO.l Uil 5.02 
la-~Iaeeio Illllscovudo. '" . 85.-i 4.:35 5.60 
H-San Domingo centrifu-
gaL .............. fl".5 
lo-Hand widl Islands.. .., !)7.G 
lli-San Domingo ('onel'ete. 85.2 
17-l'orto Hieo HlOIHi:ii:iPi:i •.• SS.4 
lR-Randwieh Islands ..... S!).2 
lfl-Cehn mats ............ 82.4 
20-l\fanila lila ts. . .. . ..... 8G.8 
0.G7 
0.45 
2.fll 
;~.17 
l.liO 
!i.75 
4.14 
1.20 
0.60 
4.~)2 
:t6G 
2.58 
2.GO 
1.96 
Non-
S1Jspended Ilseer-
Ash. impurities. tllined. 
0.68 0.20 2.:3!l 
0.75 LOG 2.8-1 
1.36 o.on 1.21 
0.40 0.04 O.!H 
UiS O.:W 4.f\!l 
1.3" 0.28 3.1:: 
2.1!l 0.20 4.2:~ 
2.17 O.7G 5.:1~ 
0.92 1.80 4.;~~ 
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The weight, the specific gravity and the volume of the pre-
cipitates obtained from these sugars are listed below. 
PRECIPITATES. 
Experiment 
No. 
Weight in Specific gmYity Volume. 
grammes 11. 0=1.000. in ce. Sugar 
12-Jamaica muscovado ...... 0.4550 
13-Maceio muscovado ....... 0.8112 
14--San Domingo centrifugal.0.2525 
15-Sandwich Island cen't'fl. .0.1378 
Hi-San Domingo concrete .... 1.0139 
17 -Porto l~ico mol'sses sugat'. 0.8959 
1S-Sandwich Islands.. . ..... 1.0195 
19-C<,bu mats .............. 1.5400 
20-Manila mats. . .. . ....... 1.a350 
1.88 
1.65 
2.D! 
2.84 
3.80 
4.35 
4.38 
2.17 
2.22 
0.24 
0.40 
O.O!) 
0.05 
0.27 
0.21 
0.23 
0.71 
0.60 
Inspection of these data shows well how greatly the com-
position of the impurities in the different kinds of cane sugal's 
lllllSt vmy, for the specific gl'aYities of these pl'ecipitates differ 
widely, from 1.65 to 4.38_ In this ('onnection it is of interest to 
recall the 'specific gravity yalues obta,ined by Sachs of some 
lead salts of organic acids. Among these wel'e the citrate, 
tartrate, oxalate and carbonate of lead, and their specific 
gravity values were found to range from 3.05 to 6.27. 
Another matter of interest to be noted is the fact that the 
most yoluminous precipitates are not always found in low-
grade sugars. 
Thus, precipitates almost identical in volume wel'e obtained 
from sugars differing materially in quality. 
Volume of 
No. Polarisation. Precipitate. 
12 .. , .. " ., ... no. 1 0.24 
18 .......... " 89.2 0.23 
17 ... " .... '" 88.4 0.21 
1G .. , ......... 85.2 0.27 
'1'0 determine the extent to which polal'isations might be in-
fluenced by the forming of lead compounds having specific op-
tical properties, a complete set of parallel determinations waH 
carried out with sugars No. 12-20. 
In these tests a few drops of acetic acid were added aftt't' 
the sub-acetate of lead solution had been used. In only thr('p 
instances, llOwever, were polarisation-valueR obsprved diffe~'­
ing from those prcviouRly found, and in no instance did snch 
difference exceed 0.10. '1'he fOl'lner were 1'11erefore retn~ned. 
The corrected polarisations (corrected for the el'ror cauR:"cl 
by the presence of tbe lead precipitate) were calculated in the 
following manner: 
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Let A = Per cent. of sucrose in the solution. 
B = Polarisation of this solution when contain. 
ing the precipitate. 
V = Volume of this precipitate. 
100 B-100 A 
V=--··----
B 
BV=100 B-100 A. 
100 A = 100 B -BV. 
lOOB-BV 
A=----
100 
Example: B = 90.10° Ventzke. 
V=0.24 CC. 
(90.10 X 100) - (90.1 X 0.24) 
A =-------------. 
100 
9010 - 21.624 
A= '--. 
100 
8988.376 
A= 89.88, 
100 
and this is the value sought. 
POLARISATIO~. 
Exnel'iment 
No. Sugar. Observed. Corrected. Diff. 
1-Demerara centrifugal .. 
2-" " 
3-San Domingo centrifugal .. 
4-Cuba centrifugal ... , .... . 
5-Cuba molasses .......... . 
6-Jlo-Jlo mats. . . . .. . ...... . 
7-Jamaica muscovado ..... . 
S-l\Iaceio. . .. .... ..... . .. . 
fI-l\Iolasses. . .. .... . ...... . 
96.80 
fl6.70 
fl6.10 
91.80 
90.00 
89.50 
86.80 
86.10 
83.10 
10-Cuba mllscovado ......... 82.70 
ll-Bahia .................. 76.60 
12-Jmnaica muscovado ...... lIO.10 
la-l\Iaee1o museovado ........ 85.40 
14-Ran Domingo centrifugal.. nll.50 
15-Randwieh Islands cent'f'g'l. fl7.nO 
1 {i-Ran Domingo concrete. . ... 85.20 
17-Porto Hieo molasses sugar. 88.40 
1 R-Randwidl Islands.... .... 8f1.20 
Hl-Cebu mats.... .... 82.40 
20-Manila mats .... '" ...... 86.90 
96.22 0.58 
96.22 0.48 
95.62 0.48 
91.43 0.a7 
89.46 0.540 
88.52 0.98 
86.54 O.2H 
85.33 0.77 
82.27 0.8;~ 
82.12 0.5foi 
75.83 0.77 
8f1.88 0.22 
84.fl8 0.42 
fl6.41 O.Ofl 
fl7.55 0.05 
84.fl7 0.2:~ 
88.21 O.lfl 
88.fIfI o.:n 
81.81 O.:JU 
86.87 0.53 
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In these sugars, therefore, the observed error caused by the 
presence of the lead precipitate ranges fl'om 0.05° to O.Uso 
VC'ntzke. 
It is difficult to understand how so serious, s() well-known, 
a defect of polariscopic analysis 'should have been allowed to 
remain until this day. 
No doubt, the difficulty of determ~ning a proper correction 
factor has been the cruef cause of delay in seekin<T a remedy 
for this evil. Aside from this, however, there is a v~'J general. 
eyen if a vel'Y vague, impression that thel'e al'e cel'tain other 
SOllrces of el'ror inherent in the methods of sacchnl'imetrie 
unalysis whieh, as it wel'e, tend to countel'act this plus el'ror 
in polarisation; a false sense of security has been eng'endel'cd 
-:1 feeling that, after all, the results obtained will about bal-
ance in the long run. 
,,\Yhatever the grounds on which such delusive rensoniIlg 
may have been based in the past, today there is no longer m,.:"" 
excuse for such un assumption. 'l'he analytical methods fOl'-
mulatC'd bv the Intel'llational Oommission in HIOO ctuefullv 
eliminate the influence which would lower the test. . 
It is well known that readings of sugar solutions obtaincil 
in a saccharimeter when the saccharimeter is at a temperature 
above the temperature at \vhich the instrument has been grall-
uated, are slightly 10\\'e1' than are the l'eadings of sueh solu-
tions when obtained at the gl'aduation tempel'atUl'e of the ill-
strument. 
'l'his phenomenon is due to the influence which an eley;" 
tion of tempcrature exel'cises in the quartz-wedges of the sa{;-
charimetC'l'-these quartz-wedgC's al'e expanded by a. rise ill 
temnerature. 
'l'llis eause of disturbance can, and, of course, should, lw 
wholly eliminated b~' adjusting the snccharimeter with a. pure 
sugar solution, at the tempel'atul'e at which the readings aj'(~ 
to be made. 01', if numerous sugar solutions are to be tested 
at yal'ious temperatures, it may perha.ps prove more conven-
ient to make the necessal'Y COl'l'eeiion for this errol' by Caltll-
lation. 
'l'his is effected by use of the so-called Jobin fOl'mula, whieh 
fe-ads: 
Polarisation + (0.00016 '1') N. 
In this formula. '1' stands for the difference in tem!)ernt\ll'\~ 
at which the 'sugar solution is prppared and polarised, and tile 
tC'mppl'ature at which the sacchal'imeter has been graduated; 
N stands for the saccharimeter degrees of the sugar solutioll 
examined. 
In the commercial nualysis of sugars, this correctiOn is g('ll-
erally not made. It is not made hecause it is held to offset, ill 
a. measure, the plus errol' duc to the presence of the lead pl'4~­
cipitai:e in the solution. 
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That the one error will, in part, counterbalance the other., 
is obvious. It seemed, ho,wever, of interest to learn something 
of the actuulnumel'ical relations existing between the two'. 
To gain this information, it was necessary to obtain reliable 
temperature data as a basis. 
'fhe mean annual temperatUl'c for Bostin, New York, Phila-
delphia. and San Francisco, foul' of the pl'incipal ports of entry 
for sugar in the United States of America, was:-
Boston ..................... . 
New york .................. . 
Philadelphia. . .. .... .... .' .. 
San Fl'Hnci::>co. . .. . .......... . 
In Hl01. 
C. 
HA5° 
11.28° 
12.110 
12.S!)O 
In 1902. 
C. 
!:J.7So 
11.45° 
12.:3:3° 
1:3.00° 
Fol' these data the writer is indebted to the comtC'sy of the-
U. S. "reather B11l'eau, at \Yashillgtoll. D. C. . 
All of these temperatuJ'es al'e cOlH;idembly below 20° C., the-
standal'd tempernturc adopted by the Intel'national Commis-
sion for the graduation of saccharillleters. The aetual teIll-
'perature conditions under ,yhieh polariscopic determinatioll::> 
of sngars are made of comse differ materia 11y fl'om these tem· 
perahn'es. 
In order to obtain accurate data on this point the writer 
caused three observations a day to be made in his lahomtorv. 
at S a. m., at 12 m. and at 3 I;. Ill. These obsenatioll::> wei-e-
can'ied Oil for two )'P<lI'S d\1l'illg' 1!l01 :md UlO:!. The it YPl'Hgf:S 
of these observations, monthly and annna1, are noted in lh~' 
foll.mving table:-
1!)01. 
,Jannary .... , .... , ..... . 
Febl'nal'Y. . . . . . .. ........ 21.0 
l\lareh .................. 22.5 
April ................... 22.4 
May .................... 22.3 
.Tnne. . . . .. ..... . ....... 2G.O 
Jul)'" .. , ... .... .......... 27.7 
1 !)O~. 
22.4 
21.G 
2~.(j 
2~.1 
2:Ui 
2G.O 
27.7 
.1\..ugust .... ...... ....... 27.!l 27.2 
Scptcmlwr. . .. .... ...... 2G.O 25.G 
Octo bel'. . .. .... .... .... 2:t~ 2:~.7 
Noyember ............ , .. 2~.7 23.1 
Decembcr. , .. . ........... 23.5 22.1 
Ayerage ............. 24.12 
l!)O:t 
2~.4 
Although fluctuations are to be notcd in some of the corJ'(~­
sponding months in the two ycars, yet there is not 0.1° C. <lifo 
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ference between the mean annual averages of the two yearG. 
In 1901 fOl' eleven months this value was 24.120 C.; in 1902 it 
was 24.050 C. It will therefore be practically cOl'rect to say 
that all tests made in both of these years were made at a 
temperature-on an average-of 4.10 C., above the standard 
temperature of 20 0 C. 
Referring to Jobins' formula, it will be seen that the correc-
tion to be applied for 4.10 Centigrade temperature is cal en-
.lated by the expression:-
0.000656 X Degrees Ventzke. 
:Doing this the following correction factors result:-
Experiment Degree Experiment Degree 
No. Ventzke. No. Ventzkp-. 
1. ... 0.063 11 .... 0.050 
2 .... 0.063 12 .... 0.059 
3 .... 0.063 13 .... 0.056 
4 .... 0.060 14 .... 0.063 
:5 .... 0.059 15 .... 0.064 
6 .... 0.059 16 .... 0.056 
7 .... 0.057 17 .... 0.058 
8 .... 0.056 18 .... 0.058 
'tl .... 0.054 19 .... 0.054 
10 .... 0.054 20 .... 0.057 
As in these experiments the saccharimeter was purposely 
not adjusted for the higher temperature (ayerage = 24.1 0 C.)~ 
the observed volume errol', caused by the presence of the lead 
precipitate, has already been diminished by the quartz-wedge 
€l'l'or; the fOl'mer, the plus error, mnst thel'efore be increased 
by the amounts jnst calculated in order to learn its true ex-
tent. 
'l'his leads to the following data: 
Experiment Excess Of 
Plus (,rI'or. l\[in us errol' PI us enot'. 
1 ...... ....... 0.n43 O.OGH 0.580 
<) 
.... " .0.54:~ o.om~ 0.480 ............ 
:~ ...... · ....... 0.54:3 0.OG:3 0.480 
4 ...... ........ OA30 o.on!) 0.370 
5 ...... ........ n.;)!)!) O.O5!) 0.540 
Ii ...... · ....... 1.0:~!) (l.O59 O.!)80 
7 ..... . ........ 0.:317 0.057 0.2nO 
R ...... · ....... n.82n O.05n 0.770 
!L, ... , .. , ..... 0.884 0.054 0.830 
10 ...... .. , ..... 0.1l:~4 0.054 0.580 
11 ...... ........ 0.820 n.050 0.770 
12 ...... .. , ..... 0.279 0.05!) 0.220 
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13 ...... ........ 0.476 0.056 0.420-
14 ...... ........ 0.153 0.063 0.090 
15 ...... ........ 0.114 0.064 0.050 
16 ...... ........ 0.286 0.056 0.230 
17 ...... ........ 0.248 0'.058 0.190 
18 ...... ........ 0.268 0.058 0.210· 
H) ...... .. ...... 0.644 0.054 0.590 
20 ...... ........ 0.587 0.057 0.530 
Inspections of these figures shows that-considering all re-
sults-the plus error exceeds the minus error by from 0.05 0 to 
0.98 0 Ventzke, on an average by 0.46 0 Ventzke. 
If the data secured by the ScheibleI' method (Nos. 1, 6, 9, 1l} 
be eliminated as. possibly not equally trustworthy with the 
rest, then the plus errol' is found to exceed the minus error by 
from 0.05 0 to 0.77 0 Ventzke, on an average by 0.380 Ventzke_ 
The practice universally followed in commercial sugar test-
ing-at least up to· the introduction of the methods of the In-
ternational Commission in UlOO-the ignoring of the quartz-
wedge errol' because allowance is not made for the error in-
duced by the presence of the lead precipitate, is thus seen t.;: 
be perfectly justified by the actual state of affairs. In fact, as matters 'stand at present, it is evident that the 
Commission's regulations guarding, as they most properly do, 
against a. lowering of test by the influence of the temperature 
on the quartz-wedges of the polariscope, aggravate, unint~n­
tionally, it is true, but neyertheless effectively, the evil result-
ing from the presence of the lead precipitate formed in clarify-
ing the solution. 
It will be remembered that the average excess of the plus 
error' oyer the minus error was found to be 0.38° Ventzke. In 
commercial practice this figure would rather be apt to be high-
er than lower, for whereas in these experiments scrupulons 
care was taken to avoid all excessive additions of clal'ifying 
reagents, such care and precaution would and could hardly be 
taken in ordinary routine work. 
On the other iland, the grade of raw cane sugars received' 
would vary considerably in different years. If high-grade su-
gars should predominate, the magnitUde of the volume errOl· 
would. be decreased; if low-grade sugars were purchased in 
greater quantity than usual, the errol' would assume largel· 
Pl'o!)o\'tions. 
Considering all things, it will probably be rather below than 
ahoye the truth to assume 0.25° Ventzke as the average pIns 
factor of ('ITOI' caused in cane sugars by the presence of the 
lead prccipitate. 
This errol' also affects beet produC'ts, but to a less degree; 
Stlwiblpr in 1875 eYalnat('d it at 0.15 pel' cent. to 0.20 lwr cent., 
with a leaning toward the lower figure. This emphasiz('s the-
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c.onsel'Yativeness .of the fig-ure 0.25 pel' cent., at wbicb tlIe 
writer has placed if f.or cane sugars; as bef.ore said, in all pr.ob-
ability the e1'r.o1' is g-reater than this. 
But, whatever the extent .of the e1'r.o1', the harlU it w.orks 
seems .of suflieient'importance t.o call f.or immediate and Cal?-
fnl c.onsiderati.on with a view t.o its abatement. 
Br.oadly speaking, tw.o c.ourses IH'esent themselves which 
might be full.o'wed t.o achieve this pUl'p.ose. 
On the .one hand, tbe extent .of the err.or, under vari.ous c.on-
Diti.ons, mig-ht be determined, and a c.or1'ecti.on theref.ore intrQ-
duced. On the .other band, search might be made f.or s.ome l'e-
~gent .or I'eag-ents whereby dec.ol.ol'isati.on .of sug'ar s.olutiQns 
~.ould be secUl'ed with.out the fQrmati.on .of any precipitate, and, 
-of c.o1l1'se, with.out affecting- the .optical l)l'.operties .of the su-
cr.ose s.olution. 
Either c.oUl'se, ,v11ic11ever might be ch.osen, WQuld necessi-
tate a very c.onsiderable am.ount .of w.ork; .of tbis the writer is 
t11Qr.ong'hly aware fr.om his .own tentative eff.orts al.ong- b.oth of 
these lines .of investigati.on. 
Still, "bef.ore the1'e can be applied science, there must be 
science t.o apply." It WQuld the1'efQre seem mQst prQper to 
place this matter .oflicially bef.ore the Inte1'natiunal C.ommis-
siQn f.or Unif.orm Meth.ods .of Sugar Analysis. 
This the writer WQuld hereby d.o, and, in SQ d.oing', he w.ould 
express the h.ope that this InternatiQnaJ CQdmissi.on will 
charge itself with the devising- and the intrQducti.on .of a meth-
Qd in which this g-rave defect may be entircly aVQided-,'l 
meth.od tQ \yhielt the Imprimatur .of this C.ommissi.on may Ull-
hesitatingly be given. 
----:.0:----
r:WG"lR CX~.,rE IY .l.t 1'.1 1Y 1902. 
The f.olluwing nutes, un th(' sug'ar ('ane cr.op .of ,lava, are 
taken frum the UPPOl't- un the Trade and CummCl'ee .of Java 
fur the year 1!)02. hy }II'. C.onsul Pras('r (P.ol'eig-n Office: Di-
pl.omatie and ('uns1l1al' UPllul'ts, 1fay. 1!)0:1): 
The year lllH1pl' I'PY~('W has hpl'n anything- hllt a pl'uspcrullS 
on<.>. 'l'he pl'i('es I'palized fOl' the g-t'pat staple .of the island, Sll-
g-ar, were the l<ny<.>st: CYPI' rp('OI'dl'd, and aJi-hullg-h the erop was 
a 11t',wy .one-the lal'g-pst su far l)]'u(ll1('('d-this fad {}id not 
eQmppnsatp fut' the 1Ill1'Plll1lllel'al"ivp valll(>s. 
The \\'eatllpt' ellll'ing thp past scasun was genprally mue11 
mQre favurahle for sllgal' planting IHll'jlor-;ps anel 1'.01' the gl'uwth 
.of nIP eane than in eitllPl' of thc two pl'pcpding- yf'HI'S. On 
sume pstates, in the eastpl'n (lisiTids .of the island, \\'hel,\', 
owing, tu the natul'e .of 1'11<.> gl'UlllHl, t1l(' \vatpr was lll1nhle 1'.0 
p<'>l1etl'ate, the I'ains \\'lIi('h fpll during the planting spason ill 
lflOllwd an unfaYOI'able hlfluPIH'P Oil tll(; pruduriiun, as plant-
ing had 1'.0 be d.one .oil g'J'ound whi('h had nut heen sufli('i<.>ntl,r 
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exposed; while the dry monsoon in 1902 commenced so excep· 
tionally early that on many estates, where the ground held in-
sufficient moisture, the cane quickly dried up, to the detI'i-
ment of the percentage of sugar. The area planted was slight-
ly larger than in 1901, and the production, on the whole, may 
be taken as fayomble. The total crop amounted to the record 
one of 848,263 tons, as compared with the previous highest 
of 766,238 tons, in 1901. 
,y'ith reference to caue diseases, Mr. Vice-Consul McLean 
reports as follows: 
"There was less injury experienced from root disease, ow-
ing to heavier manuring with sulphate of ammonia, and the 
discovery of new varieties of cane which are proof against this 
sickness. 
"'l'he growing- of cane from seed and from crossing has con-
siUembly increased, as the varieties produced, besides com-
bining a large cane production with a high sugar percentage, 
appear to better withstand the cane diseases. 
"The 'sereh' has thus met with a check, but, without special 
meaSUl'es in the cultivation o-f the plant, this disease will COll-
tinue to show its prejudicial effects." 
The following table g-iyes the exports of sugar for the year 
ending December, 1902, compared with the years 1000 and 
1901. It will he noticed that the United States and China are 
the chief importers of Jaya sugar; very little is expol'ted to 
Europe: 
Country. lnoo. 
Tons. 
Europe. . . . .. ...... ......... 6,585 
United States .. _ ........... .419,808 
Australia. . .. ...... . ........ 72,900 
China ... , ...... ...... . ..... 113,474 
Japan ..................... 31,55fl 
Other countries. . .. .......... 34,690 
Quantity. 
HlO1. 
Tons. 
202,1(30 
83,090 
148,603. 
36,(394 
48,481 
Hl02. 
Tons. 
1,631 
405,368 
71,717 
13±,03~ 
47,'158 
51,190 
Total. . . . .. ...... .... .,. (379,10(3 (309,046 711,397 
-Louisiana Plantel'. 
----:0:----
Australia claims a record piping- of water, the distance be-
ing- 350 miles. A larg-e dam, the l\1undaring- weiI', which is 90 
feet high and impounds 5,000,000,000,000 gallons of water, has 
been constructed across the Helena river neal' Perth, and wa-
ter is pumped from the reservoir formed throug-h steel mains 
at the rate of 6,000,000 g-allons pel' day. There are a number 
of auxiliary reservoil's and pumping stations along- the line, 
which runs parallel with the railroad into the Kalg-oorlie min-
ing district, reputed to be the "richest square mile of earth on 
the globe." This district lies in the extremely arid interior of 
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A.ustralia, where there is no water to be had, and the wealth 
of the mines makes such a stupendous veni.ure a paying onC'. 
The water is not used for irrigation, but for general purposes 
in the mining town. The engineering feat involved is noted 
because of its possible bearing on the question of long dIs-
tance transmission of water. 
----:0:----
HOW SUGAR-CANES ARE RAISED FROM FJEED. 
The following intersting account of the method adopted at 
Barbados for raising new E·ugar-anes from seed has been con-
tJ'ibuted by MI'. J. R. Bo'Vell, F. L. 8. F. C. 8., superintendent 
of the sugar-cane experimentE' connected with the Imperial 
Department of Agricultm·e. Mr. Bovell occupies a unique 
position in this matter, as he was one of the first to take up 
the work and has been continuously engaged in it since 1889: 
"In Barbados the panicles (arrows) are gathered as soon 
as the spikelets begin to be blown away by the wind, '01' a&-
f100n as a slight shake of the stem of the cane causes a few 
to fall. 'fhe panicles are then put into thin muslin bags and 
hung in a dry, airy place where a certain amount of sunshine 
is obtainable. At the end of a few days, when all the spike-
lets are readily detached, the:se are r~bbed off and returned 
to the bags to dry for a couple of days longer. The seeds are 
i.hen sown in well drained boxes of sifted garden soil, cov-
(,I'ed lightly with fine soil, watered, finally covered with sheets 
of glass and put under cover where they can receive only a 
limited amount of direct sunshine. Usually at the end of 
the fifth day a few of the plantlets will be up. At the end of 
the second weel{, nearly all of 1110se likely to germinate will 
have grown. The sC'edlings are thpn somewhat hardened by 
gradual exposure to fuller sunshine. By the end of the sec-
ond month they are fit for transplani.ing; hey are then pricked 
off into smaIl pots and placed under raeks on which sacking 
is- put during the hotter tii1w -of the day to protect them from 
the full blaze of the sun. By degrees this time is shortened 
until they no longer need any shade. Three months from the 
time the sf'cd is sown the plants are ready and ought to· be 
taken to the fields. But in Barbados, owing to thC' dry 
weather at this time of thC' year, it is necessary to let them 
remain ill the potE' until the rainy season sets in. 'fhe seed-
lings al'e now allowed to go on growing until the following 
December, when the most vigorous and largest clumps are re-
grown from cuttings in compadson with one of the standard 
eanes. In the December of the 8C'cond year of their growth 
the canes undergo a second selection based on their vegeta-
tive characters, a portion of the plot being kept for chemical 
anal,VE.is in the following reaping season. From now onwards 
the splertion is ba~ed on the wC'ight of the stC'ms and the sac-
eharine riehnesE' of each cane."-Agricultural News. 
..-
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BAGASSE FIBRE. 
\Ve are generally quite familial' with the fact that Louisiana 
cane contains a!bout 10 per cent. of fibre 01' marc, and th.at Cu-
ban cane, being harder and woodier, generally contains a 
greater amount, ordinarily rated at 10 to 12 pel' cent. of the 
total weight of the cane. Our chemists have made many ef-
forts to' ascertain just how much woody fibre Louisiana sugar 
cane does contain, and the results are quite discordant. Some-
times we find as low as 9 pel' cent., and, in abnol'mally short-
jointed canes, as high as 20 per cent. of fibr·e. Until our chem-
ists shall agree upon a common plan for fibre determination, 
we shall always be very much at sea in regard to this impol'-
tant fadDr in our sugar manufacturing calculations. 
The recent unsatisfactory experiences of the Kenilworth 
Company in the manufacture of paper from bag'asse have 
come about largely from the fact that sugar cane bagasse i!> 
somewhat refractory, penhaps more so. than ordinary wootI 
pulp, and requires expensive treatment, and, in the end, gives 
a considerably less yield of paper than estimated and ex-
pected. It would seem that in the manipulation of bagas'je 
with boiling water and the propel' alkalis, a considerabl~ 
amount Df so-called fibre in the ordinary layman's acceptation 
of that term is dissolved. 
It is not alone in Louisiana that these unsatisfactory expe-
riences in handling fibres have arisen. In Europe it has been 
found quite difficult to secure the accepted results from any 
given quantity of cellulose, and it has been found that all 
plants and woods contain within their interstices certain gums 
or viscous matter w,hich not only fill the interstices, but also 
enclose small cells. There are also certain resins and coloring 
matter in some of the woods used in paper making, and the 
processes of manufacture when the wood is ground to a pulp 
result in the disappearance of these gums, resins, etc., in the 
solution and a resulting diminished yield of solid matter. 
Efforts are now making to secure from the water, as by-
products, such of these solids in solution as may have commer-
cial yalue. If any success be had in this direction, it may be 
that we shall yet find that bagasse will come to the front as a 
first-class paper stock, but at present, at least, it is under a 
clond for t,he reasons hereinabove given. 
This whole matter is ofespe('ial intel'Pst to sngar !)lanters 
bpcanse of the present practical impossibility of determining 
our eomparatiye mill extraction. Some mill houses will claim 
to get 85 pel' cent. in juice of the weight of the cane gToun(1. 
and we know that 70 pel' cent. is probably about the common 
average of good mill work, and 75 per cent. is very good, and 
not a great many of our sugar houses attain to that figure. 
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In det.ermining the very large extraction at times claimed, 
certain allowances are made for the water used in the satura-
tion of the bagasse. The bagasse, as a l'ule, is not weighed, 
and the measurements of the juice extracted may not alwaYH 
be accurate, and ttherefore a determination in this way alway:;; 
carl'ies with it a considerable degree of uncertainty. 
'rIle COUlmon way of determining extraction is to take what 
is presumed to be a fail' sample of the bagasse and to soak it 
in water and then evaporate it, or pI'ess it to dryness, until 
only tIle woody fibre remains, which, if then taken at an as-
sumed 10 per cent. of the original cane from which it came, 
leads usually to the determination of the extraction, The 10 
per cent. factor is, however, so uncertain as to diminish confi-
dence in the accuracy of this metthod, and, again, if very hot 
water be used and considerable time taken in the experimen t-
ing, the bagasse will probably be so diminished in quantity as 
to repl'esent no more than S per cent. of the weight of the cane 
from which it~came. It would thus indicate a very Im'ge 
amount of juice left in the bagasse, and lower the percentage 
of mill extraction correspondingly. 
TIle detel'mination of extraction has given considerable 
trouble to the sugar chemists in the Hawaiian Islands, and 
tlhey have been endeavol'ing, as has been shown in this jour-
nal, to forlllulate some common plan 'which, while perhaps 
only tC'ui"atiw, should be adopted b;y all of the chemists there, 
so that their results would at least be comparable, the Oll(~ 
with the other, whether accmate or not. The very small yield 
of good papel' stock from bagasse secured during the last two 
year's nt the Kenilwort,h paper mill gives more than usual 
fOl'ee to the necessity for such uniformity of metllods in fibl'e 
determination.-[Lo~lisiana Plante!'.] 0 
----:0:----
SUG:iR .:is FOOD. 
One of the most interesting bulletins issued for some time 
by the Agricnltnral Department is one on "Sugar as Food," 
prepared by 1\1rs. Mary H. Abel. 
'1'he author opens her treatise with statements of the con-
snmption of sugar in various cOllntries, England leading with 
SG pounds per capita, and the United States next, with G4. 
Next, the chemical composition of sugar is considered, and 
its elements of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen analyzed. Cane 
sugar dissolves in about one-half its weight of cold water, and 
melts at 520 Fahrenheit. Of the other kinds of sugars there 
is dextrose, or grape sugar, which is less sweet than cane SlI-
gar. Commercial glucose is dextrose, made by hydrolizing 
starch. Milk yields from 4 to 5 per cent. of sugar, which is 
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not found in this form elsewhere. Honey contains glucose and 
levulose, known as "invert" sugar. 
Cane sugar, 01' sucrose, is found in stems and roots of 
grasses, especially such plants as the sugar cane and sorghum; 
also in the beet, carrot, turnip and sweet potato; in the sap of 
trees, as the date palm and sugar maple, in sweet fruits and 
the nectar of ilowers. 
Sugar' from the sugar cane was known in China 2,000 yeal's 
before it was used in Europe. It was called by the Greeks 
"Indian salt." A German traveler in 1598, describing Queen 
Elizabeth, then G5 years old, said: "Her nose is a little 
hooked, her lips narrow, and her teeth black, a defect the 
English seem subject to from their great use of sugar." 
A Berlin chemist discovered in 1747 that beets contained 
crystallizable sugar identical with that of sugar cane. 
l\1any experiments haye been made to ascertain the value of 
sugar as muscular food. Under certain conditions of the sys-
tem sugar has no advantage over starch, except as a pre-
ventive of fatigue. In small quantities, and not too concen-
trated, sugar will take the place of starch as food for mus-
cular strength. In times of great exertion Nle rapidity with 
which sugar is assimilated gives it an advantage over starch. 
Sugar has been used with beneficial effect in keeping up thf) 
endUl'ance of athletes. 
A fact stated in the treatise is the effect of the eating of su-
gar cane on the plantations, which has frequently been no-
ticed ill Louisiana. A writer on the V\r est Indies says: "Fronl 
the free use of the sugar cane juice the negroes of t,he West 
Indies and every animal about the plantation at the time of 
harvest show every indication of the wholesome and nutri-
tious properties of the juice." 
There is no proof tllat sugar is harmful to the teeth, or that 
it IH'oduees gout. Eaten in excess, it is injmious. Two hun-
dred and fifty samples of cheap candy examined by the Agri-
cultural Department s.howed them to be largely made up of 
glucose. As to the use of sugar in the dietaries of children. 
1\h·s . .A bel deprecates its extensiye employment as likely to de 
stroy the taste for other foods. It is urged that sugar shonld 
not b(~ incorporated with the mush 01' oatmeal, etc., given to 
children. 
In conclusion, 1\1rs. Abel writes: 
"One may say in general that the wholesomeness of sweet-
ened foods and their utilization by the system is largely a 
fjuestion of fjuantity and concentration. For instance, a sim-
ple pudding flaYorcd with Rugal' rather than ,heavily sweetened 
is considered easy of digestion, but when more sngar is uRed, 
with the addition of eggs and fat, we have, as the result, high-
ly concentrated forms of food which can be utilized by thE' 
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system only in moderate quantities, and which are always for· 
bidden to children and invalids. 
"It is true that the harYestel', lumberman, and others wh() 
do hard wOork in the open ail', consume great amounts of food 
containing considerable quantities Oof sugar, such as pie and 
doughnuts, and apparently with impunity; but it is equally 
true that people living in indoor life find that undue amounts' 
of pie, cake and pudding, with highly sweetened preserved 
fruit and sugar in large amounts in cooked cereals, bring indi-
gestion sooner or later. 
"From a gastI'Oonomie POoint of view, it would seem also that 
in the American cuisine sugar is used with too many kinds of 
food, with a consequent loss in variety and piquancy of flavor 
in the diffelent dishes. The nutty flavor of grains and the 
natUl'al taste of mild fruits is concealed by the addition')f 
large quantities of sugar. 
"In the diet of the undel' nourished larger amounts of sugar 
would doubtless help to full nutrition. This point is often 
urged by EUl'o'pean hygienists. In the food of the well to do, 
it is often the case, however, that starch is nOot diminished in 
proportion as sugar is added. That sugar, on account of its 
agreeable flavol', is a temptation to take more carbohydrate 
food than the system needs cannot be denied. Tne vigor .)f 
digestion in each particular case would seem to· suggest the 
limit. A lump of sugar represents about as much nutriment 
as an ounce of potato, but while the potato will be eaten only 
because hunger prompts, the sugar, because of its taste, may 
be taken when the appetite has been fully satisfied. 
"Sugar is a useful and valuable food. It must, however, be 
remembered that it is a concentrated food, and therefore 
should be eaten in moderate quantities. FUl~ther, like other 
concentrated foods, sugar seems best fitted for ahsimilation 
by the body when supplied with other materials which dilute 
it 01' give it the necessary bulle 
"Pel'sons of active habit and g'ood digestion will add sngl1l' 
to their food almost at pleasure without inconvenience, whil~ 
those of sedentary life. of delicate digestion. or of a tendenc,V 
to corpulency, would dOl better to use sugar very moderately. 
It is generull;v assumed that foul' 01' five ounces of sugar per 
day is as much as it is well for the average adult to eat undc'r 
ordinary conditions."-R. B. 1\1., Picayune. 
----:0:----
SUGA.R CANE AB GROWN BY THE BENG!lL RYOT. 
Thel'e are at least half-a-dozen kinds of sugar canc, Sacc7/ft-
1'1tm officiararltln, grown in Bengal. The best-known varietil's 
generally cultivated are what arc known locally as the red 01' 
kajoili nnd the white 01' d7/OU, Besides the above two kindil, 
there is a variety known as Bombay, a stout cane of a li:!'-ht 
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pinkish color, and which is said to give the best returns, but 
the cultivation of it is difficult, and is said also to take longer 
to come to maturity. Jackals and pigs are also very partial to 
it, so plantations of it are not common. There is also a kind 
of cane, grown mostly in the Eastern Districts, known as 
7cooshca; it is of hardy nature and of trailing habit. This va-
riety of cane, if once cultivated, will go on yi'elding crops for 
three or foul' years; the only thing necessary is to plough up 
the land after the canes have been cut, and to manure with 
p01tdrettc, t.he name usually given to sweepings of all kinds, 01' 
ashes of cow dung cakes. The cane known under the name of 
Cltina, and which was originally imported from that country, 
is only to be found now in some of the Southwestern Districts. 
The natives are very partial to this cane, as it is much hardier 
than other kinds, and stands drought better, and, owing to 
its hardness, neither white ants nor jackals, the two great 
enemies of our sugar cane plantations in Bengal, will touch 
it. The juice of the China cane is also said to be very rich in 
saccharine matter. 
Sugar cane in Bengal is grown in all kinds and descriptions 
of soil; light, alluvial 01' loam are said to give better crops, bllt 
f':trong or clayey soil is said to produce juice that gives better 
return. Land required for sugar cane plantations is usually 
taken in hand fully six to eight months beforehand, and it is 
thOl'oughly ploughed and manured. 
Manures containing a considerable proportion of phosphoric 
acid, and which are easily procurable in Bengal, are the best 
suited for sugal' cane. I have found t.he following to answer 
very well: Oil cakes, stable litter, old and well-decayed cow-
dung, ashes of dung cakes, sweepings from fowl and pigeon 
houses, and guano, if available. In China, where the canes 
give the best I'esults, a large proportion of human manure is 
used, but this, I fear, could never be introduced in Bengal, as 
the native prejudices are too strong against making use of any 
such manure. 
The time for planting cane in Bengal varies a good deal; 
fol', while in the \Yestel'll Districts February to March are the 
months generally chosen, April to ::\la;\' are prefened in most 
of the eeniral and Eastern Districts, Tihe cuttings required 
for planting are usually cut from the top of the canes and in 
lengths of five to six inches. In order to enable the shoots to 
strike out more readily, tIle cuttings are first planted in a 
slanting position, in some wet or damp soil, preference being 
generally given to the edge of the water along some tanks (')' 
streams. If the weather be dry, the cuttings are watered 
about sllnset, and they are left until the young shoots riB~ 
eighteen inches 01' so. 'l'hey are then taken up and carefully 
planted in rows, :1 cubit apart each way. \Yhen putting down 
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the cuttings, a handful or two of manure is put around the 
roots, and the whole, except the shoots, covered up with earth. 
\Vhen the canes are a. couple of feet 01' so high, the ground 
between tlhe rows is dug up, and no further care or trouble is 
necessary except irrigating once or twice when the canes are· 
coming to maturity. 
In parts of the country where wbite ants are bad, it is al-
most impossible to grow sugar cane; jackals and pigs do also 
a good deal of damage, and if the crops are heavy it is dift!-
cult to drive them out of the place. 
~'boug·b the bulk of the canes are manufactured into treacle 
and sugar, a certain amount of them are cut into joints and. 
eaten by the natives, and, when in season, sugar canes may be 
seen for sale in nem'ly eyery market. The canes begin to ripen 
about the beginning of the cold weather, but it is only a coupll: 
of months or so later, 1. e., in December and January, that the 
crops m'e cut. The sugar canes are then cut and 1'emoyed 
from the gl'oUlul for expression of juice, and this is generally 
done ill a corner of the field itself. 'file juice when extracted 
is strained or not, as the case may be, a slllall quantity of lim(~ 
water is addad in some pm'ts, and it is then poured into huge 
iron pans, placed on a plaHor'm made of clay, with fire places 
b('low, It is then ·boiled fol' a length of time, and when I·C-
moved from the fir'e is allowed to cool; it is then strained and 
boiled a second time, till it acquires the necessary constit-
uency. 
The growers never manufacture sugar out of their treacle 01' 
floor. but sell it to others, keeping a small quantity for theil' 
family use. Tbe better S01't of treacle or floor is used a !roo.d 
deal in making sweetmeats, or to be eaten as it is, while the 
inferior sort, wbich looks black, and not very unlike eoal tal' 
in color and consistency, is used mainly in the manufacture of 
natiye tobacco. 
There is nothing that fluctuates like the pl'ice of treacle in 
Bengal. I haYe known it to be sold at from Rs. 2 to Us, 10 pel' 
mauud, but Rs, 5 per maund may be taken as a very fail' av-
erage. 
The l'etmn or output of treaele pel' vigah varies nearly <lR 
llluell as its price, namely, from 10 to 30 maunds, but 15 
mannds may be co.nsidered about the usual average, 
The expenditme, including rent, cost of manufacturing tllP 
treacle. etc., neyer exceeds Rs. 30 per vir/alL of land, so the net 
profits come to IH'arly Rs. 30 pel' ui,qah, 01' Rs. 150 pel' ncrI'. 
From the aboye it will be seen that it is not too much to say 
that those who have crea ted tbose now declining industrie~, 
tea and indigo, may also find a way to share in the handsome 
profits of cane-growing in Bengal.-Indian Planters' Gazette. 
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REPORT OF. THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR ON 
HAWAIi. 
(Continued from August Number', p. 343.) 
Some 15 or 16 small plall;tations, most of them producing less 
than 2,000 tons each, employ only day labor, though they oc-
casionally let out small contracts for special work when con-
ditions are favorable. Usually the comlplain't of short labor 
upon a. plantation was inversely as the propOl,tioIl of contra(~t 
cultivators among the employees, and probably laborers could 
be found with ease in the islands to-day to cultivate all the> 
cane fields under the "profit-sharing" system. It is partly to 
the increase of this system that the sudden less,ening of 
strikes and similar disturbances that followed the abolition 
of penal contracts is due. Upon 1f) typical plantations, in-· 
eluding some upon all four of the islands" there was a decrease 
from 10,871 to 6,015 in the total number of dny men employed, 
from 1DOO to 1D02. Meantime the total ci'op of the same plan-
tations increased from 1271000 to 135,000 tons, in spite of the 
drought in the island of Hawaii, which reduced the crop on 
the plan'tations reported on that island more than 10,000 tons, 
withont lessening their area. of cultivation. Had the average 
annual increase in the number of laborers emplo.ved on these 
plantations' during previous years continued after 1DOO, they 
would have had nearly 12,000 instead of 6,000 day men on 
their pay rolls. This deficit represents approximhtely the in-
crease in the number of contract cultivators on the 19 planta-
tions in question within two years. The principal motive in 
extending these contracts has been to secure regular labor and 
prevent strikes_ Men who have a s,take in a plantation and 
are directly interested in the prompt performance of its work 
in all departments not only refuse to take part in labor agita-
tion themselves, but promptly cooperate with the managers to 
keep things running in case of defection of day employees. 
Their attitude at ,the time of annexation is thus described bv 
the manager of Ewa plantation in his report for the yea'r 
1900: 
"The system of employing labor ill companips for the enlti-
vation of fiplds, from date of planting until milling, continues 
in a flourishing condition_ There are engaged on this basis 
755 men, subject to general sllpeI'visioll, th(, work of eu Hi-
vating and irrigating almost the entire a)'(>a of growing and 
ripe canes is in their hands. 'While the laborers came and 
went during the period of unres,t following the termination 
of the (penal) contract syf\tem on June 14 last. tlwre was prac-
tically no change of personnel in tlips(> "profit-sharing" com-
panies; and whaten'l' delay th!.'l'c may haye be(>n in other 
plantation work, this branch was not set back in the slightest 
d<>grp(,. " 
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A threatened strike on one of the largest plantations was 
recently averted by the readiness with which the contract 
men came forward to replace the laborers who refused to 
work. A delay in grinding at that time, for instance, would 
have meant a direct loss to every cultivator having ripe PI' 
rapidly maturing cane standing in the fields. 
Some plantations reserve certain fields to be cultivated by 
day labor with a view to employing the women not working 
with the contract companies, or in order to keep a force of day 
men adequate for emergencies, or to carry their m!ill laborers 
over the dead season, or for the purpose of raising seed cane. 
Only in exceptional cases can all the cane on a plantation 
be raised under contract. The method has its disadvantages 
as well as its advantages, from the planter's point of view. 
There is a difference of opinion as to the relative cost of cuI· 
tivating by day laboo' or by contract. The cultivators earn more 
money than the day laborers, but they I'equire less supervision, 
voluntarily work longer hours, and do more work in the time 
they are actually in the field. An estimate, based upon statis-
tics, of the number of day laborers and of contract laborers, 
respectively, required to cultivate certain areas would be in-
accurate, because local conditions are so unequal, not only 
upon different plantations, but upon different fields of the 
same plantation, that they constitute a variable factor im-
portant enough to render results reduced to figures unreliable. 
It is the general opinion that the extension of the contract-
cultivating system reduces the number of laborers required 
to run a plantation, and certainly it increases the economic 
incentive to industry on the part of each worker. But in-
fluences sometimes appeal' that counteract this effect to some 
extent. There is a less flexible distribution of labor under 
the contract system of cultivation that somletimes causes 
waste; that is, there are times when, if the locality in which 
each field hand was to work was at the absolute discretion 
of the manager instead of being fixed by a written instrument, 
the latter could employ the labor in his employ more produc-
tively. Contracting companies are less apt to adopt pro-
gres-sive methods of culture than are the managers; they stick 
to the hoe where the manager would introduce machines and 
animals. 
A third effect of the system has been noted by a very intelli-
gent planter, tllat relates not so much to the number of men 
employed as to the total product of the plantation. Under 
some conditions contract cultivation tends to limit produc-
tion. The Japanese can figure out prett~ accurately from the 
appearance of the cane the point at which they will get the 
maximum compensation for their labor. This is not always 
the highest possible l'cturn of cane from the land under their 
control. In other words, they have learned empirically the 
law of diminishing returns as applied to cultivation. But 
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such factors as rent expense of fertilizing and irrigating, and 
, I . greatest economy of manufacture do not enter at a I mto 
their computations. TherefOl"e, the amount of cane pel' acre 
which best suits theil' interests is not always the amount 
which best suits the interests of the plantatio;;'. Theil' maxi-
mum return and the planter's maximum l'eturn are not iden-
tical when figured into profits. 
The average earnings of contmct cultivators throughout the 
islands arc over a dollar a day for each day of actual labor. 
They appear almost exactly a dollar in the statistical tables,. 
but there were a few instances where the profits of companie3. 
whose contracts were closed were of necessity figured upon J. 
basis of 26 days worked each month, because other data were 
lacking, when the probability is that each member worked 
less than that time. In exeeptional instances members earn-
ed as high as $44 a month in single companies, and on certain 
large plantations, whose combined contractors numbered over 
a thousand, the avemge earnings for all companies were 
about $34 a month. On the other hand, there were a few in-
stances where drought 01' other unfavorable conditions had 
prevented companies from earning fair wages. A few com-
panies had failed; that is, the val ne of their cane was less 
than the total cash advances made them. On one plantation 
11 out of 38 companies failed last year, but this was on ae-
('ount of certain unfayorable and largely experimental eOll-
ditions under which they worked, Managprs not unusually 
give a bonus to companies that do not make expenses, the-
alllount thus given being sufficient to bring their average earn-
ings up to those of day laborers. One planter guarantees a 
bouus suiIicient to bring the earnings of the men up to $20 a 
month, which is more than ordinary fields hands receive, bllt 
is paid in consideration of the faet that the cultivators or-
dinarily put in eOllsideI'ahle overtime in their fiplds, 
Most of the (~ultivating ('ollllJanies are Japanese, as labore:'s 
of this nationality are most numerous upon the plantations, 
but, in IH'oportion to their llulIlllwrs, more Chinese than ,Jap-
anese woI'l~ under this systelll, In fact a majority of the Chi-
nese doing field work are eontractol's. The POl'tllgUC,;P do not 
agree well enough among' themselves to conduct 811<'11 com-
panies with uniforIll SUC(~l'Ss, and with the Porto Hil-alls this 
form of cultinltion is still mi experiment. tJ'he Chinese jlos:,;ess 
a business integrity so hahitual as to he almost automatic, 
which makes them desirable cultivatol's, No matter how bad 
the prospects of a compauy are, it is exceedingly ral'(, for la-
borers of that nationality to desert a contract. But the Jap-
anese have less sense of ohlig-a tion in such matters. 'fhc)" 
have been known to a bandon their fiel<h; and the plan tatioll 
without eompunetion if the (TOP threaten(ld to till'll out po())'ly, 
The sociological effects of {he contract s},stem are beni'-
ficial. There is a tendency, aIt'cady noted, fo'r the eultivator-s 
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to scatter about in isolated cottages, which is advantageous 
upon <the whole from both moral and physical considerations. 
They also lea I'll something 0f business ways and responsibili-
ties, of the use of money, and of self-discipline that they 
would not learn as hired hands. Probably they also make 
more rapid progress under this, system toward higher social 
ideals and standards of living. 
The details of the contracts have been worked out experi-
mentally. Some plantations have lost heavily by· making 
them! too favorable for their employees, while others have got 
the advantage of their men to an extent that made it difficult 
to renew these agreements subsequently. A majority of the 
managers are of the opinion that the sys,tem is more expe:l-
sive than day labor would be with an ample supply of men. 
They let their cane out on contract because they thus insure 
a certain, if not a eheap. supply of labor upon the plantation. 
They can eount with reasonable certainty, if tlwir eontracts 
are fair, upon having" at least an ample forte of eultivators 
in their fields-and this security is worth money under pres-
ent conditionE'. Because the contracts simplify administra-
tion, there m'e some managers who prefer them to any form 
of day employmt,ut, t'\'t~ll to a penal contract, as a means C)f 
securing ptreetive work. Judging from the testimony of pla;}-
tel'S at the present time and that printed in earlier reports 
published by the local government, the longer the system is 
practiced and the better it is understood, the more favorably 
disposed are the managerS' toward it. Tact and judicious 
business foresight play an important part in the success or 
failure of a manager handling these agreements, but under 
the conditions now prevailing" they present the nearest ap-
proximation to a solution of the problem of a constant field 
labor supply that has' yet ueen discovered. 
Another form of contI'act, that prevails especially in the 
island of II:fwaii, is the agreement betw~en a plantation and 
a single individual by whil'h the lattcr engages to plant cane 
either upon Ilis own land or upon land rented from the plaD-
tation and to s(>ll the same to the plantation for. a stipulated 
price pCI' ton. 'l'his is to 1w distinguished from the cultivation 
eontraet ehipfly by ,the fad that the party contracting with 
the plantation is usually II :':.ingle individual, that he generally 
aSSUlll('S full rpsponsibiliiy for preparing- land lind planting as 
well as fo!' bl'illg-ing thc ('anc to nUliul'ity, and that there are 
no ('(j-opC'raiivc fpatl11'(>s by which the plantpr supplies lallol' 
to the plantation or is direetly supervised in his work by the 
agents of the latter. Of cours,~ there are modifications of 
these contracts in sOllle instanees by which they come to re-
semble cultivation l'tllltTad~·., in ecriain features, but the class-
ification is l;:ppt distinct in plantation administration. These 
agrcelUcnh; ha ye arisen in response to definite local condi-
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tions, and the specific term "planter's contract" has been 
applied to them 
The parties contracting to raise the cane in these agree-
ments are known as planters while the second parties to the 
·cultivation contracts are known as contract cultivators, co· 
operative cultivators, 01' profit sharers, according to variations 
in local parlance. In the autumn of 1902 the Planters' Asso-
ciation reported 8,851 contract cultivators and 1,(;(;2 planters 
in all the islands. Mauy of the latter, who cultivate small 
tracts of plantation land with their own labor, are classed 
with contract cultivators in the I;)tatistical tables. The distri-
bution of these planters was as follows: On Kauai, 3; on 
Oahu, 17; on Maui, 40, and on Hawaii, 1,602. 
The contract planter is the nearest approach to the small 
farmer that exists at present in the sugar business. The cen-
tralization of the induE,try has been in response to well-defined 
economic necessities, and has proceeded more rapidly in the 
Hawaiian Islands than in other sugar-producing countries be-
·cause the requirements of irrigation made it necessary to es-
tablish large plants and to pmchase large tracts of land at 
the outset when organizing many plantations, and the ex-
ample of these reacted quickly upon the smaller plantations 
of the dhitl'icts having natural rainfall. The advantage of 
wholesale production were so patent as soon as this method 
was in actual operation, that there was a rapid coalescing of 
the smaller establishm'ents in this country where, on account 
of climatic conditions, cane cultme had had its modest begin-
nings. But the balance of adYlUltage has never remained so 
strongly in favor of extensive centralization in the region of 
natural rainfall as in other portions of the islandf:l, and there-
fme the tendency to compromise the two systems has manifei:lt-
eO. itself theI'e in the form of these planters' agreements. 
'1'h(> topogI'aph;y of the country and the system of land tenme 
have also contI'ibuted to maintain the small cultivators. Much 
of the land on the slopes of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa, the 
two great peaks of Ha'waii, along whose bases lie the Hama-
IOIa, Hilo, and Kau districts, is broken by ra'dnes and steep 
hillsides. 'l'he steam plow is useless and even animal culti-
vation is difficult upon some of these tmcts. They are suffi-
('iently isolated fI'om eaell other to lIJake even the loose SU1'('I'-
vision given to contract cultivation companies, whose time 
at least is taken every day, difficult and expensive. As there 
is water and elevation enough to permit of fluming cane to 
the mills, railways are less eommon, and as the acre tonnage 
is light and the land is broken up by tracts unav~ilable £.01' 
cultivation, the total arl'a of a plantation compared with its 
tonnage and administrative and labor force is larger than in 
the irrigated districts. 
'rhc senm-arid lands that now form some of the most fertile 
irrigated plantationE' were formerly great tracts of scanty 
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pasture, and were leased or sold to private parties in immense 
ranges, so that extensive unbroken areas easily came into the 
hands of plantation companies, In the country of natural 
rainfall, on the other hand, lands were always of sufficient 
value to insure their being broken up into smaller tracts, 
Considemble unclear'ed land remaining in the hands of the 
Government was taken up by homesteaders in allotments of a 
few acres, and there were small native proprietors,and white 
farmers in possession before the sugar industry became extell-
siY(~_ 'rhese homesteaders and small farmers find it pr01itable 
at times to raise cane for the mills upon their own holdings, 
selling at a priceper ton that has been agr'eed upon at the tim(~ 
of planting, Occasiona.lly they can employ theil' time a.nd such 
labor as they hire to better ndyuntage by tnking in addition to 
their' own traets a small portion of plantation la.nd, l'l'ceidn~ 
a lower' price for the ('ane raised upon such land 01' allowing a 
share of the Cl'OP to the plantation in lieu of rent, Ot-hel's Cll-
gage to eultiYate a portion of the plantat-ioll where llil'(~d labor 
cannot be profitably employed upon a similar basis, Eadl 
planter, in this sense of the tel'm, is IJl'aetically his own mash'r', 
11. small share 01' tenant farmer, or petty lalluholUer, 'rite 
plantpl"s ('ont-I'ad:, therefore, has not arisen in order to eOl'l'c(:t 
a labor string-ency 01' to insure the plantation against lllwer-
tainties of labor supply, but as a strictly a~I'iculi:ul'al im;iitu-
tion in response to conditions that were e1imatie and topo-
graphical rather than sociological or' economic, 
'l'hese contracts may be made by three pal'tic>s, t"l!.e plant:1-
tion, the land ownel', and the plantel' who is to raise tile e:1ne--
in case a third person owns the land in qupstion-bui: more 
usually only two !)<lrties appear in thl~ illshumenL In SOllt<! 
contratts, the planter c1pars the land, raises fil'st-plant cane to 
matuI'ity and also first j'attoons, 01' a. sPl'ies of j'attoons, so 
that: the tel'l1l of the a.g'l'cemt'nt is three years 01' long-cr, 'I'll(! 
plantation customarily furnisltps advances, whieh are usually 
tillwd by the IJl'ogrer;s of the crop rather than by the month, 
Seed (:anC' and i'el'iilizer Illay be supplied free 01' at a pl-i('e fixed 
in the contract, Oce:u;ionally eyer}' dl"taH of the cultivation 
-the number lmd da.te of hoeing-s, shippings, and other opera-
tions-is specifipd in the contmet; but 1ll00'C nsually tIle agre('-
mentis eon fined to the two eilrdinal points-the amount of a.<1-
Y:IlH:es and price of cane on one hand, and the IJl'omis(, to raise 
can(' upon the whole had of land spedfied upon the otheJ', 
'l'l!e plantation agl'(~es to plaee flumes, portahle tracks, 01' 001e1' 
couvpnipn('ps for trllllS!)OI'tation at certain intprY:Ils throug-h-
out the fields alt cutting time, '1'he planter has tlw rig-ht io 
inspect the weig-hing at th(~ mill, Payment is a.1ways by tll~~ 
ton, and is generally based upon a sliding scale Pl'OportiOlwd 
to t\)(' ltd pl'i('P of ~mgal' ill thp San F"<lneis('o lllllri-:{'t :It the 
time ilte trop h; sold, Iuh'l'l':,;t lllay 01' may not he chll_rg'~tl 
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upon advances, In some cases the plantation resel'Ves the 
right to supervise the w01'k and to place lnbor in the fields to 
complete operations promptly, oat the plante1"s expense, jf this 
aplJears necessary to the manager, Some plan.tations contract 
with their own employes as plantel's, stipulating to allow them 
a cel'ta~n number of days a week, without pay, to a.ttend to 
their fields, 
A few of the planters are white men, a number al'e native 
Hft\vaiians and Portuguese, and a majority are Asiatics, l\1ost 
of those planting' upon their own land belong to the first thl'ce 
classes, 'f'he Astatics are frequently storekeC'pers 01' small con, 
tractol'S in the vicinity of the plantation, 01' employees holding 
positions of some l'esponsibility, A Japanese cal'penter ·work-
ing at a salary of $52 a month was pointed out by the nUlllagel' 
of one plantation as a man worth a.bout $20,000, made in plant-
ing couh-acts, A Chinese storekeeper in the same locality has 
aeeumulated a eonsidenlble fortune-probably mOl'e than his 
Japanese neighbor-in the same manuel', A white met'chant 
in the Yici~lity of one of the Hamakua plantations keeps about 
10 l\C'l'CS in eane, He employs Japanese labor, and reports that 
at $4 a tOll for ('nne, it is necessal'Y to l'aise a Cl'OP of 30 tons to 
the aere to makc cXI)cnses, The l)l'ice llUid pCI' tOll by the mills 
uvcmges about ~4 in Hawaii. '1.'his is the usual pricc paid all 
sliding-scalc conhaets \ylIP11 sng:w nets :3 1-2 cents a pound at 
Sau F1'<1llcisco, A typical sliding' seale has been p;iYcn in the 
specimen pl:llltpl"S contract. The plantation always pays 
taxes upon its OWll land, 'fhc :llTaUp;emellt as to )'cnt val'ies, 
In Olle ease:3 01' J tOllS of ('ane an aCl'e is ehal'ged; in HIlOtlll'i' 
one-se\'entlt of the el'op is takpn; and in yei: aIlotllC'r 2;:) cents a 
ton is deduct('d from the pl'ice of the eaIW i'm' l'pni:, This 
lllal;:(:s the }It'i('C' }laid for the lise of the land l'ange from $7 to 
$12 nn acte, The plantel"s eontrads Ilfl\'e l'nahlpd some plan-
iations io cxtC'nd thr·il' :u'ea of cuHiyation gT('atl~', eS]leeially 
in the 11l01lntaim;, One planiation hns raised iis annllal (,1'0}) 
fl'om :1Il ayernge of :1 hout 4,O()0 tons to 12,000 tom; in the last 
10 ye:1I's, Im'gely by ('xten<1ing- its fi('ld al'pa in the lwol.;:pn IIp-
InlUls th]'ough this f01'1Il of ag"),Pl'lllpnt \\"ith slllall f:uHi\'atOl"s, 
.Joh WOI'k is dOlle on lllany plantntions 1II1ller sonle fonll of 
\'e)'hal ngl'cement eom·dituting :l ('ontract, Grollnd is deal'pIl 
by Hll' :1ne, ditches and tllllllPls al'e dug' hy ihe liJleUJ' foot. 
'I';)1'1ahle tI'ad:s and flll111<'S nl'C 1;lid. and (:Dill" is Cllt and loaded 
ill this way, 'l'he .JapaJlC'se PSIH'('ially pl'ere]' to lIIHlcl'tnk(~ 
work nnder an 1l1l{1(>l'standing of this sort. Cane hal'YPsting is 
UOIlP by eOlli"l'net, partly 1)(,(':1l1s("' it is all L'll1ploynH'nt: that dIJP,;;; 
not last thl'ong-hout the ycar and whcl'e the nnit of wOl'k is 
easily measured, a.nd partly b(~canse snch contl'atis g-jyp g']'('at-
el' aSSUl'ance of a steady supply of cane at: the mill, It is fol' 
thc same 1'('aS0I1:'; t11n t thpsc two opPl'atiol1s of ('nHin1! a 11<1 
loading al'C nSllally omitted from cultivating eontrads, Thl'Y 
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require a large temporary force, working actively over a corn-
paratiyely limited area. The usual price for cutting' is from 
20 to 25 cents a ton, or 3 or 4 Ce'tlts a line of 30 feet of cane fol" 
cutting, and from 15 to 22 cents a ton for loading. Cutters 
average 4 tons and loaders from 4 to " ton,;: n. (lnv, a.nd wher'~ 
contracting gangs are of the sa.me nationality for both kinds 
of work, they trade off occupations, resting by var:ying tht'il' 
employment occasionally. ,VIlere eane is deliYered by cable, 
it has to be bundled in addition to cutting:. One plantation 
pays 60 cents °a ton for cutting, bundling and de1ivel'in~' at 
cable--22 1-2 cents for cutting, and 30 cpnts for delivering' [It 
cable, but not for cutting or bundling. This would make bund, 
ling cost about 7 1-2 cents a ton. 
----:0:----
FORESTRY IN ITALY. 
In a recent report l\Ir. Nevi11p-Rolfp, British comml in ~n­
pIes, refers to the widespread interest now lwillg' tal,J'll in 
Italy in the question of refol'Pstntion. In 1877 a h01it 'LOOO,00fl 
acres, 'were withdrawn from the operation of the old fOl'Pst 
laws, as well as about 1,000,000 acres in Ririly and 8ardinia. 
The com;efluenec was a reckless destruction 'of forests: and 
now it is generally admitted that the stnt(' mnst st('l) in to 
saye those that are left and to aid in l'elll:llltillP:. The qu('stioll 
now being diseuf"sed is ,vhat trees are to be used for the latter 
pnrpose. '1.'he Italian oak is of little use exc('pt for railway 
sleepprs; there is plenty of chestnut all oY('r the COllntn-, and 
pille trees would grow luxuriantly and prove most llf"efnL 'rIle 
('ork tJoC'c. however, nppem's to be the onp wl1i('h ,'\'on1<1 proyC' 
economi(,ally the most y::tlllable, and it has hHh(,l'to heC'll al· 
mOf;t wholly neglectC'd in Italy. In 1!)()0 the eork cxpol'ted 
was Yalu('d at only .jHSO,OOO, and 111n('h, no doubt, waf; ns('d at 
home, But a few :veal's ag-o Spain exported winc corks to the 
yalne of OWl' $;),000,000. 
In Italv ahout 1!)7,OOO fl.CI'('S of land are under tIll' (,OI'k 
iTC'P, ('hip'f1y in Ricily· and Sal'dinia; ill Portngal the area is 
741.000 a('rps, in'Spain fi17,OOO and in Algeria G!)4,OOO aCI'(,8. 
'rhe Calahl'ian cork fOI'C'st:", have heen almlost wholl~' destroyed, 
thC' tl'(,CS having heen hurnt for ('hal'eoal, anrl eV(,ll Rieily now 
imports ('oJ'l;:woo<1 in cOl1sidem b 1e fI ua n titief', SCYPI1 ty :n':11's 
ago nearly all thc ('ork imported into England eame fl'on1 
Haly. Hut sincc then most of the Halian fOl'estr-; han~ lwen 
rlestro~'etl for charcoal and to produce potash, and those that 
remain arc being devas1'a ('ed for the same purposC'; and no 
one thin];:", of l'cplanting the ground, which naturally gets 
war-;hed away, owing to th.:: almeuee of trees. Large forests 
r:ontaining' a. majority of cork 1'I'eps ~'1J'e COli (inuall.'" being re· 
leased fl'om 1'he forest la\\'s, and there is a risk thai: the pro-
duction of cork in Ita.ly will soon cease. Nothing can l'(~placc 
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cork in its manifold use, and now, when vast quantii:ier·) are 
used in ma,king linoleum a,nd in shipbuilding, an adequate 
supply of it is of great economic imporl-ance.-Forestrv and 
Irrigation. .. 
------:0:-------
STUDYING POI<,EST FIRE PROflLElll. 
Last yenr winlin two weeks ovc], $12,000,0000 worth of tim· 
ber and other property was destroyed by foi'est fires in Oregon 
and 'Vashington. 'l'his enormous loss oeem'red upon a restricted 
tirea and represents only a very slllull part of the annual loss 
from this S01ll'ee. Every timlhered J'egion of the United States 
suffers year afteI' year from fino. 'rhe annual loss is estimtl ted 
at from ~25,OOO,OOO to $50,000,000. Forest fire~1 have been 
rcgaJ'ded as almost hwvitable, and few systclUa tic attempts 
han~ 1)('('11 ,m:H1t> (-0 IH'eYent 01' contl'ol tllPll1 except in the 
statpH of New York, l'ennsylYllnia, aud ~1iI1nesota, which have 
C'f!kient s~'stl'nw of fire protection. 
'l'he Bm'ea n of FOl'estl'J' has this year lllHlpl'1aken II thorough 
study of the fOl'Pst·fire pI'oblem ill ~·enmt1 dilfc'I'ent regions. It 
has plaeed men in forpst dish'iets to studyfil'cS while in the 
process of bnming. Instead of waiting until the fil'es are over 
and I'elying for information on loeal reports, as has been done 
hl'rl'iofol'e, th(' fircs are now being observed by the Bureau'E' 
ag-euts, and .full data will bc obtained as to how they WCI'e 
('aused, how fast thev bUl'll, what eonditions fayor 01' hinder 
them, and just "what' damage they do to the soil and to tree 
gl'owth. Eaeh agt~nt of th(' 13m'pau has been aSRigned to a 
dish'iet and is investigating all fires that OCC1ll' within his ter-
l'itol'Y. Fol' example, one mall f.tudh's a ln1111)('1' had, another 
a fal'llliing; distl'iet, a third n turpentine on'hal'd. 
In cOllnec:tion "'ith this detailed stUll,'" the agents will ob-
sene the methods of fiI'c pI'oteei'ioll lll'adi(~ell hy l'aill'oads nnd 
Oi'lIPI' ownPl's of timber lands. rrlle fire wal'den S~'stPIllS of the 
statl'S which ha \"l~ f01'(,'3t fil,(; laws and tll(' pn tl'ol S,H'('('JlI ill nse 
on the fedel'al fOl'Pst I'PR(>I'Vl's will also be obsprved ('losply. 
By s\1ell JlI(~( hods tllP BIl1'eHn of FOl'estT,Y hOPPR to l'eplace 
with ('ar('fnlly gathel't'd fads th(, \'ngne general notions that 
HOW l'xis!: abo1lt fOl'(,s(' fires. \Vhen the j)l'obl('11l is 
solYl'd for any P:1l'ti('ulal' I'pgioll, the Hlll'l'an will be 
I'pady to l'eeonln1('ncl md1Jnds of lire 11l'e\'Plltion and (:ontTol 
1'01' the pl'i\'H Ie land OWlll'l', and to suggest 1'0l'('st·fil'e lPgisla-
tion for the Y:il,ious s (n tes. 
rl'he inH'stigntion is now ill PI'Og-I'PSS iu northern Florida and 
Roulhel'lI "\la1ln111:1 nUll (;('oq.!,'ia. ulIllet' tll(> (lil'('diol\ of El'!l(,~!: 
.:\. ~tc'l'liJ1g. H. ,J. rrol11l'kins, witll a Sl1lalll'Ol']I~ of :Is:'"·btallts, 
has 1wgll1l work in )[inn('~ot:t, \Yisconr,:ill :111(1 -:\1iehigan. Later 
in 1he l:;P:lSOIl a ~(ud,y of fOl'est fires will be made on the l'a· 
eilic eo:tst. 
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IRRIGA.'1'10N IN INDlr1. 
In view of the great irrigation works heing planned by the 
federal goyernmPllt, the report of il'l'igation works for India 
recently published by the British government is oaf interest. 
According to this report, the "prodnctive works"-t11at is, 
those cOllstl'ueted out of loan fnnds in the expectation tl1at 
they would pl'{)Ye directly l'emnncl'atiYe-yielded a net revenue 
of about $8.000,000, the largest 011 l'ecoI'd, ('I}uivalent. to a per· 
centageof 7.36 on a total capital outlay of $110,000.000. 'l'h~8 
percentage has onlyoncp been exceeded, viz., in 1897-'98, when 
it was 7.50. 'l'Iw IIliost pl'oJ!table results were obtained in the 
Punjab and Madras, whel'e the pel'cclItages WCI'C 11.2J ani-l n.05 
rcspedively. Out of 85 works elassed m; productive 1;) (indud· 
ing all the canals in Bellg'al, the Deeean and Gujarat) al'e lIen.~l' 
expected to ('.0\,(,)' the intel'Pst 011 the capital outlay. 'l'h(~ 22 
aetually produdive wOl'ks yielded 10.11 pel' cent. One canal 
the CauYeI'Y dt'lta in Madms, l'etul'Iled iH.Sl pel' cen t. If the 
total furplus profits be added top;ether. the 01)('11 canals have 
IH'oliuced 2T-} 1>01' cellt., after paying all chal'ges fol' intel'est 
and wOl'king expenses. 
No Hew pl'oductiyc works were opened in ] !JOO·1!)01, lmt 
about :ji;:3,OOO,OOO was sVl'lll Oil scyen new works in l!})per 
B111'111:1, the 1'l1l1ja1> and Sind. \Yith l'egm'u to wOl'ks eon-
structed on! of the famine gl'ant as "famine-protective ",ot'l;:s" 
Hot l'xpeded to be l'ellll1lWl'ath'e, H i~, noteworthy that tlwy 
yielded a rct.\1I'1l of 2.:33 lwr ~·ent. on capital. But this i~,larg('l'y 
due to the gl'Pai and inel'casing SI)(:<:l'SS of tlll~ Swat Ri .,°CI' 
Canal, ",hieh alone yielded 10.41 pel' eellt. Fiye more 
llrotl'C'tiH~ \YOl'ks m'e undel' construction. 'fhcl'e is a Jarge 
num bel' of "Ill inor wOI'ks." whil'h il'l'ip;nted 2.(i25,45U aeres ia 
1!)00-1!J01, and ret:\l1')l('d 7o} pel' cent all cavital. 'fllose in Sind 
11l'Ovl'd illP most 1 UCI'a tiYe, yielding 2(i.l~ lWI' C(,ll L Another 
('lass of "minOl' works," for vdlich no capital :U·(:Ol1l1t". al'c kellt 
lH'callse tht,y w{lre mostly ('onstrndell nnd(~l' nath'c rule, irl'i· 
goa h·d 2,i):-i1.82!1 acl'Ps. j[OI'(:o\'('l', ~radras Pl'('sidcl\(~y has 28,-
ono tanks and (i,OOO iJ'l'igntion chal1lwls, irrigating :3,1T:t,%O 
<HTPS. Tll(' total al'p:L il'l'igatl'd by all desel'ip(iolls of works 
ill J!lOO-1!Hll was l!I,(jJ(LOOO aerei", llw lal'g'<'st Ol\ 1'('('0)'(1. 'fhe 
iotal eapiial olltlay O!l W01'];:S for wlii('h (:apital ne('Ollllts :\l'e 
b'pt has lH'l'll abont $Hl,OOO,()On, yil'l(ling- in 1!)OO·1!101 ahout 
(j:: Ilt'l' (:PI\(o, nftpl' paYllH'nt of i1l1l')'('sl, et('. '.I'll(' YahI(' of the 
(')'O)l:-; )';\i:-;('(l 011 tl\(~ ilTigatp(l :ll'pa tlll1·illg' th" y('a)' was esE· 
m:lIl'd at. 81:~~,Ollll,OOO, OJ' np]ll'oximaiply tllt, amount of the 
o('apital ontlay.--Fm·('stry nntI Il'l'ig-ataioll. 
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IRRfClA.TION Oft' S(JilT.ATRA. 1'OBACCO. 
DgSOmr'l'lO:\' OF AN INTEltEsn::-<G INDUS'rUY Now F!,OUItISlI-
IXG IN FLORIDA_ 
By Cr,AltEXCE J. BLANCHAItD. 
Florida, in the minds of :Northerners, has been associated 
so long with fruits and flowers that it comes rather in the na-
ture of a surprise to find agriculture developed there on a 
scale commensurate 'with lUany sections of the North. North-
ern bmins, money, and push are responsible in some degree for 
the l'eYiYal, but Flol'idians are awakening rapidly to a better 
appreeiation of the latent posf.:.ibilities of their state, and 
while welcoming their bl'othe1's from the N ort11 are tbem-
selyes adopting the late~t ideas of farming with success. 
Scientific: methods, improved machinery, and diversified crops, 
are gradually l'eplacing the old customs, the antiquated ma-
chillel'Y, and the one-crop srie.tem. The results are already re-
flected in better homes and a m01'e h1dustrious and cheerful 
people. 
't'l!e city of (~UiIlCY, eounty seat ·of Gadsden county, is in 
northwestern Florida, in that nm'row strip of land lying just 
south of Georgia. It i~ ill the heart of the famous Sumatra 
tobacco distriet, the In'oduct of whose plantations ~)cored 20 
points higher at Pari~ than the leaf from the island of Suma-
tnt. Recently I spent a day d1'iYing oyer the plantations of the 
Owl COlllll1ercial Company and Sclil'oedel' & Ar'luimbau, two of 
the largest planters in the state. 
'rhe l::-lnmatl'a plant requil'es special soil, cultivation and il'-
l'ig-ation to bring it to pel'fedion, and the succes~· of the plant-
en; in Oadsdell county has Hot been achieyed without the most 
<"<weiul study of the l~lnnt's necds, and 101lg and patient exper-
inH'nUng- witlt soils and fCl'tiliJlcl's. The plant also reqnires 
}Jrotl'1'1 ion f1'0111 the dirpct rays of the sun; hence theie<e large 
plantations :\I'C eOYC'l'ed with framewOl'k o\'er which are 
siTPh·ltl'll millions of yal'ds of eheese cloth, or oyer which 
mill'S or nanow slats hay!' bpl'n placed_ Th(' soil is prepared 
with utmost- c·aJ'e. 'rwcnj·y-six wagon-loads of stable 
IlHt11ll1'P, and one Hnd one-half tons of cotton-seed llleal pel' 
HCTt'. aI'(' thoronghly mixed ,yith the soil. The plants ar(~ 
grown f1'olll the secd, whie11 is usually planted ill a small 
l'Il'arillg' in a swamp, and under eheese ('loth. ~\.s SOOIl as 
th('y ha\'e I'eached tl1(' siJlc of young eabbagc' }llan(~" they arc 
1 ransplanted. 
The young plants m'(' ca l'I'ied in basket~ h;' women or chil-
ch-pn, who foliow the men down t11l' rows. 'Yith a sharp-
pointed slid;: the planteI' makes a hole about 4 inehes deep, 
into which he platl's the plant, backillg the earth about it with 
I 
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a few deft touches. The plants are set about 14 inches a.part, 
the rows being- about two feet apmt, 'When thee field is 
equipped with an ovel'head pipe line with E:.prays every 3:3 feet, 
the plants are irrigated in the evening; otherwise the wateI'-
ing is done with a dipper in the morning_ l!'rom ten to foUl'-
teen thousand plants are set to the acre. As soon as the plants 
are firmly set a. "scooter" is run between the rows, throwing 
up a flat-bottomed fUl'row in which the water is run from 
wooden troughs which divide the fidd at regular intervals_ 
Thes·c tL'oughs are supplied from the reservoirs above the field, 
01' from pipes directly connected with pumping plants on the 
streams_ In the overhead system, now recognized as the most 
peI'fect and satisfactory method of artificial watcring, two-
inch pipes run oyer the f!'ames in parallel lines about 40 feet 
apart, extending all over the field:;:.. At intervals of 40 feet 
a small iron pipe extends upward and about 4 feet above the 
s,hades, the upper end being closed with a sp!'aying attach-
ment. ,Vhen the water is tUl'ned on in the pipes it comes 
out of the spI'ayer in a fine mist and falls like a gentle l'ain 
upon the plants. Sumatra tobacco is cultivated constantly, no 
weeds 01' grass being permitted to gl'OW in the field_ A constant 
,,,ateh is kept to prevent injury from the pests to which the 
plant is :;,.ubject. 'I'he first or these and probably the worst is 
the blaek cut-worm, whidt working uuder ground. cuts the 
young plant do,,'n neal' the roots. Should the plant sUl'viYe 
this ellelll~·., the planter keeps a lookout for the bud-worm fly, 
an insect that lays its eggs in the center of the bud and bits a 
hole in the new leaf not largc'l' than a pin point, hut which ,,-ill 
be as large as a silYer dollm' when the plant is full grown. 
r,ll'is ~'l'een and corn meal prow' etIectiye again~t thh~1 pest, 
and ;ll'e :1IJplied like common insec:t powdel'. ,Vhen the plant 
has grown to some height the green homed worm, ,,'Hh in-
satiable appetite, makes his appearance, He eats a leaf U 
by 2,1 inches in a single night and still if:1 not satisfied, The 
grasshoppers, too, cause much anno~'an('e, and the planteI's 
fight them in yarious wa:p" ,Yhen they are yel'y numel'OU8 
they :11'e rounded up by a large force of laborel's and driven 
out of openings ill th(~ sides of the HeWs, 'Yhen not too nu-
merous, Guinea fow]:;} are introduf'{'d into the fields, and they 
soon complete the destruction of the hoppers., A Guinea hell 
in full action after a grasshoppel' is a sight not soon forgotten, 
and the insed has but a small show for his life, Boys and 
girls with wooden flappers go over the fields at regular inter-
yals and aid in the destrudion of the hoppers, 
,Tobacco grows amazingly fast, in some instances attaining !) 
feect in 37 days, and the plants JIIust he frequently supported 
by •. tt'ings attaehed to the frames. "'hen the tobacco is gath-
('red it is taken to dl'ying-houses, which al'e immense barll-
like structures witl~ large openings to permit the free passage 
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.of the air. 'YVhen thoroughly dried it comes to the warehouse 
for sorting into its propel' grade. There are !) grades-light, me· 
dium, 'and dark, with spotted and plain of each of the above. 
Other grades are called seconds, !;:Itrippers, fillers, and trash. 
the latter being the waste aJter sorting. All the work of sort-
ing and grading is performed by colored women. Children are 
employed in stripping'. For a period of not less than nine 
months the tobacco goes through a sweating process. 'fhen 
jt is weighed and bulked down. Later the bulks are changed, 
the center of the package being placed on the out!;:lide. Then it 
it is brought to the casing room and moistened. After this 
it comes to a !;:Iorting room, where it is graded by colm's. Next 
it is sent to the tyel"s table, where is jt tied up after the leaves 
haye been sorted and sized. The packages then go back to the 
hulk'room, where it goes throngha Ill'OCCfi'S of drying out. It 
is then brought back to be sized to the inch. and is put into 
bales, which are again stol'ed for two weeks or more. 'l~he 
bales are then budappped, marked according to grade, and 
shipped . 
..'\. fail' yield of Sumatra tobacco in Gadsden county is a 
thousand pounds to the aCl'e. although jt fl'cqucntly runs as 
high as fOl1l'teen or fifteen hund1'ed. 'fhc finest leaf bring!;:1 as 
high as ::\if) a. pound, althoug'h the avcmge is probably not 
mOl'e than $3.50. 'fhis industry l'equil'es the investment ·of 
large capital, gives employment to a small army of colored 
people, and has become a strong factor in the mnterial de-
velopment ·of Gadsden country.-Fol'e'stl'y and Irrigation. 
-------:0:------
COJJPETITIrE CONDITION IN SUG:iR P1WDUCTION. 
Repl'esentatiYes of the sugar tl'ust confess that any attempt 
whateyer to restrict tlle price of sugar has ceased to be practi-
cable', and they thus admit that the trust Ihas completed the 
circle and al'l'iYed at the point from which it started. The 
trust was organized to al'l'est, in a way which should be final, 
the conditions of competition which prevailed sixteen years 
ago. and after doing this with considel'able success durin;,!; 
most of that period, it has been brought face to face wiNI con· 
ditions much less easy to handle than those which it originally 
encountered. Sew~ral attempts have been made in the course 
of the last year 01' two to evade the natural operation of the 
laws of COllllllel'ce which haYe been steadily undel'mining the 
basis on whh'lh the trust was constructed. but the upshot of 
them all is to be foulHl in a frank l'ecognition of the fact that 
"sugar has passed beyond the point when it can be handled as 
a l'estl'ictC'd article." 
It was in 1885 t11at what may be called modem conditions 
:lppeal'ed in the business of sugar refining. In New York and 
rhiladelphia. refineries were built 011 a scale of unprecedented 
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cost and capacity, and utilizing new processes, mechanical and 
otherwise, the more progl'essive refinel's were marketing in· 
creased quantities of their sugars at prices which were driving 
ot,h01's fl'olli the field. 'The HayemeYCl'R showed what could be 
accomplished under conditions of free competition by selling 
at a profit for export dUl'ing the last year before the formation 
of this trust at least 100,000 tons of standard granulated suo 
gars. At Philadelphia. Claus Spreckels had selected the site 
for an enormons refining plant built expressly to compete wi:11 
the Havemeyel's, and, as john De \Vitt \Varner put the case, 
it was eyident that the American people were in actual dan-
ger of having cheap sugar; that the owners of antiquated re-
fining plants might in a few :real's be compelled to c,har:!.\": 
them to pI'ofit and loss, and that, unless something vms done, 
even 1'he Hayemeyers 'would soon be compelled to content 
themselYes with such returns from capital as in fail' competi-
tion with an equally enterprising refiner he and they might he 
able to fix_ 
It was to head off such a contingency that the original su-
gar trust was formed. \Vith the less enterpl'ising refiners who 
saw theil' old plants becoming worthless, there was little tI'OU-
ble in coming to an ag-reement. '1.'11e basis of the combine wa;; 
supplied b~' the issue to the owners of the old l'cfiul'l'iei' of pr\?-
felTed cel'tificates in the new association equal to the cost of 
their plants. The new r'efincl's l'cceivcd in prefel'red certifi-
cates nn amount lllany times that of their actual il1Yestmeni", 
since, unlike their less progrC'ssiYe associates, they had at 
least something to sell, An additional number of certificates, 
represcnting nothing but 'watcr, 'were issl1C'd to eaell assoeiaj e 
equal to the amount of the prefel'l'ed stock w,hich had been 
allotted to him, and it only remained to come to some working; 
agr'eelllPnt with the f!,Teat distributing agents of ~;ugar to l'r~. 
lien~ CYcl'ybody of all concel'n :tboni: tbe dcstl'uctiyl' l~lreets of 
eOJl1pci"ition on the l)]'ofits either of the man11faci:11l'Pl' or the 
wholt'sale grocer, BefOl'e the f0l'l11ution of the tr11st the latter 
had llecn selling sugHr on the slendercst possible margin nC 
pI'oM, 01' OIl 110 11l<u'gin at all. In 1'he \Vest: and Southwest 
particulal'ly, sugar prices were largely used for advertising' 
purposes and profits sacrificed acC'onlingly. Even in New York 
the great gl'occr,Y ,houses had l'educed the profit in sugar to 
the lowest point consistent with safety, while the refiners were 
compcting with each other to supply them upon similar terll1~, 
\Yhpn /"lw tl'ust was forllled it pmci:ically conholled the S11l1-
Vly for X ew England, New York and .... icinity, and, from New 
OI'leans, the lower ?lIi~sissippi YaIle,\'. It cOlllpeted OIl e\'l~n 
tel'lllS with 1he Philadelphia refiners for the ?lIiddle \\Test :lnd 
Northw(>~t, while ~pr(>ckels was left undisturbed fl'om1he Mis-
soul'i l'iYel' to the Pacific coast-the trust cOlltrolling ahout TO 
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per cent, of the total markets of the United States, "'ith the 
absorption of the Philadelphia refineries SOIlle :real's later, tlw 
command of tbe tl'ade by the trust became, for some years rrt 
least, literally absolute, 
'l'he effect of prices of the ne,,, combination was vel'Y quickly 
demonstl'ated, thoug'h the fall in price of the raw llwtel'inl 
,helped to disguise the faet from the consuming public, Befol'e 
the formation of the trust the difIerence between the cost 'n 
which the refiner purchased his raw sugars and the price at 
which the retail dealer received fl'om the jobber his si"andanl 
l'efined granulated was fl'efllH'lli:1y not m~re than threp-qum'-
tel'S of a cent 11<'l' pound, Analyzing' the figures, seYen yea!'s 
afipr the formatiou of t,he trust, 1\[1', ,Yamer found tlw.t in 
spite of the extraordinary cheapening of the cost of l'aW Sil-
gars, which would make the old margin an exorhitant one :n 
lS!)4, the difference, east of the Hocky :Mountains, lJetwcpn the 
pl'ice paid by the l'efiner fol' !)(; deg, eentrifngals and that paid 
by the retailer to the johbel' for standard granulated 'was 1 3-:-:1 
cents pel' pound, in addition to fl'eights and charges, A mU('il 
hig'lwr figure p1'pvailed from t,l1(' Rocky 1\1ountains wes(wm'd to 
the Pacific coast, and the enlarged margin was no long:er offset 
hy speeial dil'lcounts offered by competing jobbers, The .iob-
bel'S and wholesalel's liad long sillec made an amienhle m'-
l'angemellt with thl~ trust under which they wpre g:lIal'ltni:e~'d 
a. commissioH 01' l'ebate of 1-4e a pound ill l'eturn for a ste:1.I'l· 
fast maintenance of priec fixedhy the iTUSt. This bargain was 
clianged fl'om time to time, and the f01'111 of' agl'('('lIwni: 11nder 
w1lieh the h'ust and t,he 'wholesale gTO('erS ('o-opl'l'ai('d io kel'p 
up the price of sugar underwent seyeral modifications, But in 
essence it continued to be what it was in the heginning-a 
bargain for mutual proi:eetion hphv(>pn l)\'oducel' and distl'ihll· 
tor, and a meOlOd of taxing' the ('onS1l11Wl' at a raj'p snJlieieni"ly 
l!igh to insure quitp a lilwl':11 margin of pI'ofH both to the l'(~­
finpT' and the seller of sugar, How I'aelically tlipsp plt't1sant j'P-
lations have hePll disturbed mny lw infpl'I'P(l f'I'Olll illP stntl~­
ment, reported in our news eo]uml1s illP onwr day, fI'olll a rep-
reseni"atiyp of the trust. Pntting ill brief fO\'lIl HI(' l'('snlt£-; of 
year£-; of expel'ience, 1'hi£-; gpni"lPllIan said: \\-e haYe fonnd that" 
wlH'n a. hig rC'finPl' pS/":lhlislips a proiitahh, hasis 1'01' OIl' snwll 
l'efillers to sell on. it is simply holding" 1'11<> 11l11lJrt'lIa 1'01' its 
£-;ma11PI' and wpakpr cOlllpeiit()J's. a1Hl ,yp hayp 1-!:0lH' Ollt of thl.~ 
umhrplia bm;inps£-;, \YIlPn i]1(' gTO('PI'S ('om!' to 11S to ask 11S to 
pstahlish a hasis on ",hi('h th('~- ('a1\ llIak!' 1Il0lJ('y. wp say wc' 
hplipy(' they on~hj" io makp lIlonpy. and WI' aI'p willing to lwlp 
iIlP1\l mak(' 11101IPY if i"lH'y ,,-ill h!'lp Il~, Hllj' i1l(>~- say that this 
is impossihle, so that thPl'P is nothillg' fOI' liS as hllsin('ss 1111'11 
to do h11t to han' an 0IWlI mal'l,pi and spll 0111' filII proportioll 
of tll(' sn~m' tonslIllIed in this ('onnh'y hy or<1illHr,Y IHl~in(>sR 
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methods." In other words, the trust system, as applied to the 
production and distribution of oue of the necessaries of lif,::, 
Jlas been a demonstrated failure. It has required less thall 
half a genel'ation to demonstrate that fact, and, considering 
the strength and ability of the sugar combine and the magni-
tude of the interests involved in its preservation, it can hardly 
be said that the working of the natural laws of commel'ce ha$ 
been either slow or uncertain.-N. Y. Journal of COlllmerce .. 
----:0:----
.t1 LONG lV A'l'Ell TRANSMISSION. 
Au~·tralia claims a record piping of ... vater, the distance being 
350 miles. A large dam, the Mundal'ing weil'~ which is 90 feet 
high and impounds 5,000,000,000,000 gallons of watel', has been 
constructed across the Helena river neal' Perth, and water is 
pumped from the reservoir formed throngh steel mains at the 
rate of G,OOO,OOO gallons pel' day. 'fhel'e are a number ·of aux-
iliary reservoirs and pnmlping stations along the line, which 
I'nns parallel with the railroad into the Kalgoorlie mining 
distdet, l'eputed to be the "richest squme mile of earth on the 
globl'." This distl'ict lies in the extl'eme-ly arid interiol' of 
Austl'alia, where- there is no water to ue had, and the wenlth 
of the miiH:s ma,kes 8u<:11 a stupendous venture a paying one. 
1'he water is not used for irrigation, but for general purpose~1 
in the mining town. 'fhe engineering feat involn~d is noted 
hecause of its possihle bearing on the questiouof long-distante 
transmissr:;,ion of water. 
----:0:----
Sugar making became an industl'y in America at a V(~I'y 
early date. 1'11e historian, Lafittoll, writing in 1700 to 1703, 
tells how the Indians made incisions with their tomal1awks 
01' hatcl1ets in the sides of the trees, from which the sap of fIle 
trees dl'ipped, and then was afterwards boiled oYer a, fin" 
making, we presume, the maple molasses of stlCoh ... vodd-wide 
repute. Lafittollrcmarks that the French soon began to make 
this better than the Indian women, who pl'eYiously had a mo-
nopoly of its mannfactme. Bossn, wl'iting in 175li, is eqna ll.v 
explicit as to the source of OUl' domestic sugm' making. 
----:0:----
SUGL1R INDUS'l'RY OF QUERN8I.J!1.·ND. 
REPOIt'l' OI~ 'rHF. I{J~GIS'fnAn GE~ImAL Fon 1!l03. 
In a recent number of the "Queensland Sugar Journal and 
'rl'opical Cultiyator" appears the report of the Registrar Ge!l-
eraJ on the Sugar Industry of Queensland for 1!)02, whieh con-
tains mlueh intel'er<,ting information. The report says: 
In 11)()2 the towl area. nnder eane foJ' sngar was 8;),3;~S aeres, 
of which the produce of 5f1,102 aCl'es was erushed, yielding 
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641,927 tons of cane, from which 76,626 tons of sugar were 
obtained. 
The extremely dry weather experienced during 1902 mili-
tated greatly against the success of the :;mgar crop, and drew 
attention yet more forcibly to the urgent need for irrigation. 
The necessity had been recognized by some even before the 
lesson taught by the past two seasons; and notably on the 
Burdekin delta, where cane has been irrigated for years past, 
and at Bingera, on the Burnett, ~<:hemes for the use of water 
artificially obtained and applied were adopted. In the former 
ease tll(' result was to place Ayr for the year 1902, as in .1,fl01, 
at the head of the list with the most satisfactory proportion-
ate results; whilst, unfortunately, at Bingera arrangements 
were not sufficiently advanced, neither was the supply of wa-
ter enough to enable any very extended areas to receive the 
benefite of irrigation, bnt praetiea11y the only crop obtained 
was fr.om the watered areas, and thus sufficient was aCC0111-
plished to show what could be effected by irrigation and to 
afford every encouragement to the extension of the scheme. 
The aggregatB area, mainly cultivated for sugar, to which 
irrigation has been applied increased from 4,490 acres in 1901 
to 7,541 acres in 1902-Ayr 3,Sfl6 acres to 4,070 acres; Bunda-
berg, 210 acres to 2,906 acres; Ingham (decrease), 80 acres to 
70 acres; and Mackay, 304 ::tCl'es to Ml6 acres. 
The record year for sugar was 1898, when 163,7:3,1 tons were 
obtained, the avcmge yield thronghont the State hom the 
82,391 acres ernshed being 1.99 tons to each acre. The aercage 
("l'ushed in 1902 was 72 pel' cent. of the area for lSBS, whilst 
of the tonnage of cane obtained the ratio was .only 42 pel' eent. 
,"hilst the aye1'ag(~ yield of both cane and sugar to each aCI'C 
crushed waE- yer~r low owing to the dry s<>ason, yet, as jnst 
pointed out, from the same cause the juice of the cane attained 
a high degree of density, so that the average tonnage of cane 
reqnired to pI'oduce 1 ton cif sugar was, considerably below the' 
average. 
'1'he following statement compares the experience of each of 
the past fiYe years on these points: 
'1'ons 
To Each Acre CI'u~-1Ied. Cane to One 
Year. -------------
Tons C,mc. 
lsns .. 
1 RH!l.. .. . ... ' ...... , 
1900 " ... , ..... , ... . 
HlO1 ............... . 
1!l02 " ...... ' ..... ,. 
lS.7:.! 
11.81 
1Ui8 
15.10 
lO.8U 
'rons Sugar. 
1.Bn 
U,)f1 
1.28 
Hii) 
u~o 
Ton Sugar 
!)A2 
!J.54 
HA4 
n.7U 
8.38 
'rIle ltyerage per acre of sugar made was slightly better last 
year than in l!lOO, but fell eonsidcl'ably short of the other 
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three YP<1l'S, eSlweially that of lS!)S; the average tonnage of 
cane was much less, indeed but little more than half that for 
the last·named year, and the reduced return as compared with 
IDOO was mainly c:nused by the much smaller area crmlhed. 
This was not entirely due to the failure from weather, but 
partially to other causes. Inoruinm'y seasons the mea planted 
with sugar cane fol' use as foddder has no bearing 011 the ques· 
Hon of sugar pl'odudion, but it is always included in the agricul. 
tural stati~.ties unller the head of green forage. It is definitely 
planted fOl' the nse to which it is put, aull has hitherto been of 
insignifiicant extent, amounting in U)Ol to 5H5 acres only. Dur· 
ing 1!)02 thc]'(~ werc 15,067 ncl'(:'s thus put to profit, the great 
bulk of ,"hich 'was nndoubtedly planted with the intention of 
('onvel·ting the cane into sugar. 'fhe d)'ol1ght, howeyer, caused 
such a demand fOl' cattle feell of all kinds, and the prices 
ruling WCI'e so high, that gTO'YC)'S founll they could obtain a 
better return by the sale of cane for fodder. 'rhi:;:. area, there· 
fore, though c~C'luded from the sugar acrcage of U)02, may be 
fairly included in considering the acrenge available for re· 
tm'ns for the eoming season. frntill loads of cane wel'C fre· 
quently cnrried 10llg distances. From Bundaberg and \Vide 
Bay, where ll:r faJ.· the h1l'gest mens were thus utilhed, some 
of the produce eame to the Brisbane district. If the addi· 
tional al'elL thus utilized dUl'ing 1H02, the pl'oduce of whieh in 
lEost cal"es was too &l11all to erllsl1, but was by no means a 
total loss to the farmer, had been converted into sugnl', the out· 
put would ha \'e been eonsidembly added to. 
The question of the pro.dnction of sugar in A uS1:l'alia as in 
other places whpl'e the sugar cane is cultiyated, is intimately 
roneerned ,,,itll the changes now in prog)'ess with respect to 
the contributing of bounties by the eontinental countries of 
Europe. 
Some progress in the direction required-the abolition of 
these bounties-has been made; and the eonfil'mation by the 
various countries courerned of the recommendations arrived 
at by the eonfcrenC'P held at Brussels in 1903 wonld afford 
much relief, although the attitude of Russia on the qUestioll 
leaves mueh to be llesired. 'rhp Goyernment of India. had 
adoptell the alternatiYe of establi~'hing a eountervailing duty 
which Russia resents as a distind breach of the "most fa· 
yored nation" clause of the 'l'reaty of Commerce, anll at the 
Hame tilllie asserts that hel' beet sugar industl'y is not sup· 
ported by the bounty ~~vstelll. rpfusiug to so reeognb:e the 
scheme adopted for regUlating the placing of sugar on their 
own markets, which consists in part of an excise duty, the 
same being refunded on all exported sugar. .. " " ., .. 
(To be continued.) 
